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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the last five years, a major labor problem facing 

some of the nation*® largest air 1 liass has Bad© the front 

page of our dally newspapers. The traveling public has been 

inconvenienced, the President of the United States has '' 

condemned the actions of certain groups of airline employees, 

and several presidential emergency boards have been convened 

in attempts to help resolve this major problem. The source 

of all this trouble ha® been the "crew ca3mp:31elnfitat£!r! problem# 

Not all airlines have been faced with this problem, only 

those employing members of both the Air Lint Pilots' 

Association and the Flight Engineers' International Asso-

ciation. 

The "crew <£0̂ :̂ 11®̂ ;''' problem is one of Job security, 

but it is further complicated by the fact that mm of the 

parties involved are willing to admit to the real source of 

the problem. The two group® involved* the Air Line Pilots* 

Association {ALPA) and the Flight Engineers * International 

Association (FEIA)» both feared the loss of jobs for their 

constituents because of technological unemployment resulting 

from the use of larger and faster jet aircraft by the 

nation's airlines. The real issue, Job security* was 



completely obscured, with "both parties invoking "safety" as 

the primary reason for their actions. The pilots' union 

professed the belief that for safety's sake, all men in the 

cockpit of a commercial airliner should be pilots. The 

engineers' union, following; the same line of reasoning, 

argued that on aircraft with more than two crew members, a 

flight engineer should b© included in the crew. 

Before on© can fully understand the "crew complement" 

problem, it is necessary to study the background of the air-

line industry and the unions involved and to review the 

events that led to the development of this problem. 

The Airline Industry 

Today in the United States there are several types of 

airlines. Some only carry freight, while others operate on 

a non-scheduled basis. The largest and by far the most 

important groups are the scheduled airlines. These are 

divided into two classes, the trunk carriers and the local 

service airlines. The trunk airlines are those whose routes 

cover long distances and who serve large segments of the 

nation. Included in this group are the nation's largest 

airlines, American, Braniff, Delta, Eastern, Northwest-

Orient, Trans World, Pan American, United, and Western. In 

the classification of local service airlines are those who 

serve only a small area of the country. In this group are 

found Trans Texas Airways, whose routes cover the states of 



Arkansas# New Mexico, and Texas; Mohawk Airlines, which 

serves the state of New Yorki Bonaza and Frostier Airlines, 

"both of which operate in Arizona and Nevadai and Pacific 

Airlines, which covers the states bordering the Pacific 

Ocean. These are representative of a number of local service 

carriers to be found throughout the country. 

The first regularly scheduled passenger service airline 

was founded In England in 1919 J it offered service "between 

London and Paris.* In the United States, the first regularly 

scheduled airline operation was the Aeromarine West Indies 

Airways Service» founded in 1920. During the winter months 

Aeromarine offered service between Key West, Florida, and 

Havana, Cuba. In the summer, its operation was "between Hew 

York City and Atlantic City, New Jersey. Aeromarine went 
2 

out of business after four years. 

In 1925. Congress passed the Kelly Air Mail Bill, which 

authorized the Postmaster General to contract for the 

carrying of mall by &lr*^ This gave a big "boost to America's 

commercial aviation. From that day on the commercial airline® 

grew at a rapid rate, in sisse, type of equipment, passenger 

capacity, number of employees, and the amount of money involved. 

L. G. S. Payne and Frederick A. Pruger, Air Pate.® (Mew 
York, 1957). P. 3?. 

2Ibid., p. 38. 

H. * - 1 * . c r . f , . Air ^ 
ed. (Homewood, Illinois, 1955)» p. 228." 
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The Air Line Pilots' Association 

When the airline Industry m s beginning to grow# 1b the 

late 1920'a and early I93G'b» the nation found itself In the 

nldst of a great depression. The airline Industry* aa well 

as no*t every other business, experienced a rapid decline In 

its business activities. Along with employees in most 

industries, the airline employees suffered greatly during 

this period. For those still employed, reductions in wages 

and increases in working hours were common. It was during 

this period of depression and hardship, however# that the 

airline pilots first organised in an attempt to resist pay 

cuts and extensions of hours* 

In the late 1930's a small group of pilots organized 

the national Air Lin© Pilots' Association (MAPA)fhio 

association was poorly organized and was soon abandoned in 

favor of the Air Line Pilots' Association (ALPA). Very 

little is known of the leadership, the policies, or member-

ship of the National Air Line Pilots' Association.^ when 

the Air Line Pilots' Association (ALPA) was organized, 

almost all of the members of NAPA switched their allegiance 

to the new union. 

^WAv£'/?
ulit "1930-1956, Saga of Suaoese," The Air Line 

Pilot. XX? {January, 1956), 5. 

Efforts by the author to find any information on the 
national Air Line Pilots' Association have proven futile. 
The Association was in existence for only a short time, and 
was poorly organized* 



In the early part of 1930# the airline companies "began 

to reduce the wages of the pilots and to Increase the number 

of flying hours. The companies# Ilk© most businesses, 

suffered from a reduction In revenue during this period, To 

compensate for this loss of income, th® airline companies 

began to lower the wages of their employee® and to Increase the 

length of time they were expected to spend on the job* 

In an attempt to defeat these tatics of the airline 

oompanles, Dave Benok®, a pilot for United Airways, organized 

a meeting of airline pilot® at the Troy Lane Hotel in 
6 

Chioago, Illinois, in 1930* There were six pilot® present 

at that meeting which resulted in the establishment of the 

Air Line Pilots' Association (ALPA) J At first ALFA was a 

seoret organization, but in 193*» at the Harrison Hotel in 

Chioago, Illinois, plans were laid for the open establishment 

of the Association. At this meeting, attended by twenty 

pilots, the bylaw® were written, and Dave Benotee was elected 

as the first president of the Association* The date of this 
a 

memorable meeting was July 27* 

^The exact date of this meeting is unknown. Ed Motes, 
the Director of Public Relations for ALPA, in a letter to 
the author dated December 8, 1965, stated, "Inasmuch as the 
Association's activities were quite secretive when ALPA was 
being organized, there is nothing in our files to pinpoint 
the exact date of the first meeting of ALPA held at the Troy 
Lane Hotel, Chioago, Illinois, but the year was 1930." 

7Id Motes, editor, The ALPA Story (Chicago, 195*0. P. 9. 

8Ibld. 
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Thus the pilots' association is notable for its 

organization during the "beginning of the great depression. 

Even at this early date the airline pilots considered them-

selves as professional sen* and strongly believed that they 

must "band together if airline piloting as a profession was 

to survive* It must also be remembered that at this time, 

as today, piloting was a very specialized skill* The fact 

that very few men possessed this skill placed the airline 

pilots in a more favorable position than most workers to 

resist the reductions In wages and the laureates in hours 

that were affecting a large percentage of the labor force. 

The airline pilots realized the position they held as highly 

skilled specialists and further realized that by uniting 

together in a union* they would strengthen this position and 

be better able to resist the reductions in wages and increases 

la hours. 

In 1933* the airline companies again attempted to impose 

a reduction in the wages of the pilots. This led the pilots 

to the brink of a nation-wide strike, but at the last minute 

the national Labor Board accepted Jurisdiction of the dis-

pute, and the strike was averted. The board appointed a 

fact-finding committee composed of L. D. Seymore, President 

of American Airlines, representing the airline companiest 

Dave Bencke, President of the Air Line Pilots' Association, 

representing the pilotsi and a neutral member, Bernard L. 



Shientag, a Justice of the New York: Supreme Court.^ The 

committee produced a fact-finding report on which the 

National Labor Board based Its now famous Decision Eighty-

Three, which became the economic keystone of the airline 

pilots* wage structure. It established a limit of eighty-

five hours a month flying time for all airline pilots. In 

wage compensation. Decision Eighty-Three was a compromise. 

The pilots wanted a wage formula based wholly on mileage, 

while the airline companies desired an hourly rate 

exclusively.10 

In 1936, the Hallway Labor Act was amended to Include 

the airline pilots and other air transportation employees 
11 

under Its Jurisdiction. This change In the Hallway labor 

Act gave the federal government extensive powers of inter-

vention In negotiations between the airline companies and 

the labor representatives of the airline employees, from 

this time on the federal government began to play an 

increasing role in the relationship of the airline companies 

and their employees. 

The airlines are a public utility and they have been 

subsidized by the federal government from their very 

beginning. Government funds helped establish the airline 

industry, and even today they supportmost of the nation's 

smaller airline®. Through the Civil Aeronautics Board {CAB) 

9Ibid.. p. 10. 1QIbld. 11Ibid., p. 11. 
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the federal government determines the forts that the air-

lines are permitted to charge and the routes that they fly. 

With the airline employees coming under the jurisdiction of 

the Hallway Labor Act, the government began to play an ever 

increasing role in the working lives of these people. Proa 

this period on government intervention into the relationship 

between the airline employers and employees became more and 

more direct. In many oases government intervention foroed 

either the employer or the employees to accede to the wishes 

of the ether party involved la a labor dispute, regardless of 

the wishes or objectives of the parties involved. Under the 

Hallway Labor Act, the government has frequently stopped air-

line unions and employees from striding against an airline, 

where in other industries, under similar circumstances, it 

would not intercede. Since the airline companies and their 

employees have been under the jurisdiction of the Hallway 

Labor Act, the government probably has intervened more in 

the labor problems of this industry than in any other 

industry. As shall be seen later in this paper, it was, in 

part, the result of government interference that led to the 

"crew complement"'' problem. 

Although Decision Eighty-Three was established in 1933, 

and the airline industry was placed under the jurisdiction of 

the Hallway labor Act in 1936, it was not until 1939 that 

ALPA was successful in signing the first collective bargaining 
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agreement with an airline company. In that year, on May 15» 

the pilots employed by American Airlines and the company 

signed the first contract. This agreement Included the 

provisions of Decision Eighty-Three pertaining to-pilot's 

pay and the monthly flight time limitations of eighty-five 
1 9 

hours. Immediately after ALPA negotiated its contract 

with American, several other airline companies signed 

agreements with their pilots, all of which were 'basically 

the same. From this time until 19^7 there were very few 

improvements in tie airline pilots' wages and working conditions. 

It must be remembered that In 19^0 the threat of war 

overshadowed the nation, and many of the airline pilots were 

drafted into the armed services. For those who remained In 

civilian life, they and the companies they worked for were 

grouped together in the Air Transport Command (ATG). The Air 

Transport Command was a military operation in which the 

civilian airline pilots, flying airline aircraft, were 

engaged in ferrying military personnel and supplies to the 

nation's overseas bases. Through the mutual consent of the 

airline pilots, the airline companies, and the government, 

no contractual changes were made during the duration of the 

war, an& in fact, the eighty-five hour flight time limitation 

was dropped. 
19 
A. F. Holman, "Twenty-five Tears of Working Conditions,tt 

The. Air Une Pilot, XXV (January, 1956), 10. 
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After the war, however, the airline pilots began demanding 

higher saps. They felt that they were not toeing fully 

compensated for their Increased productivity, The pilots 

were now flying larger and faster aircraft and transporting 

many more people, "but still receiving the same wages that 

they received in 1939. la 19^7* following prolonged 

negotiations with a number of carriers, ALPA obtained a con-

tract, which for the first time in fourteen years supplemented 

Decision Eighty-Three by providing an additional component 

of the pilot's flight pay, the gross weight, factor. Mow the 

size of the aircraft was taken Into consideration when paying 

the flight crew members. The larger the aircraft, the 

greater the gross take-off weight of the airplane, the higher 

the pilot's wage rate was. This factor, coupled with the 

mileage and hourly wage factor, assured the pilots that they 

would receive some monetary compensation for their increased 

productivity when flying the newer, heavier and faster 

equipment.13 To illustrate the gros® take-off weight factor, 

in a recent contract between American Airlines and its pilots, 

the flight crews receive a gross weight factor pay at the 

rate of Z cent® per 1,000 pounds of gross take-off weight of 

the airplane for each hour flown.^ 

^Ibld.. p. 11, 

late sgi&aaa Ma&pa.MjSteaa- ana 
Allied Pilots' Association (Ne* iortc, 1963). pp. 8-9. 
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Prom this period on the wages of the airline pilots 

have increased, steadily. Today, the pilots on the larger 

carriers are among the top 1 per oent of the wage earners in 

this country* While most airline pilots still fly eighty-

five hours a month, their working conditions have continu-

ously improved. 

Today# the airline pilot is a very highly skilled 

specialist. He is a man whose educational level is mush 

higher than the average wage earner's, and a person who is 

held in high regard by most people. All these factors placed 

the airline pilot in a more advantageous position than the 

flight engineer when the "crew complement" problem arose. 

The Plight Engineers• International Association 

Due to technological advancements in the airline industry, 

in the mid and late 1930*s, the airline companies "began 

ualng faster and larger aircraft and extending their routes 

to more distant and remote places. In many of the overseas 

airfields which the airline® served* there were few, if any, 

qualified mechanics to service the aircraft. This need for 

personnel with mechanical abilities and training* plus the 

greater complexity of the new multi-engine aircraft, caused 

the "flight engineer" to be placed in the cockpit. 

The flight engineer first became a member of the cockpit 

crew in 1935* when Pan American Airlines began ualng engineer® 

on the famous wChina Clipper." Later, Trans World, American 
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Overseas* and Eastern airlines began Including flight 
i < 

engineers in the cockpit crews on their overseas routes. 

This practice was further expanded during World Mar II, 

when flight engineers were regular crew members aboard the 

larger Army and Navy aircraft. Also during the War, many of 

the domestic airlines engaged in overseas military operations 

began using engineers on these flights. In 19^2, United Air 

Lines "began using engineers on its DC-4 airplanes oven on 

domestic military fllghtf, hut not on commercial flights. 

The engineers on Pan American and American Overseas air-

lines organized separate unions in 19^4, mxA were affiliated 

with the American Federation of Labor (&.F of L). The 

following year, the engineers on Trans World Airlines 

organized their own union, and in 19^7 the Eastern flight 

engineers followed. These four separate unions united and 

formed the Flight Engineers* International Association (FEIA), 

which was chartered "by the American Federation of labor as an 

Industry-wide union in 19^8. 

Immediately after World War II, a rash of commercial 

airplane accidents led President Truman to create a Special 

Board of Inquiry to attempt to find the causes of 

i5Avlation Week. XLIX (December 2?, 19W* 3?. 

„ ^ l6Hatlcmal iSSZi* RUft £h22&& (Washington, 
1961), p. 2. 

17Avlatlon Week. XLIX (December 2?, 19^8), 37. 
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these accidents. The Board of Inquiry, in turn, recommended 

that the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) should determine 

whether or not additional help in the cockpit was required 

to assist this pilots on commercial aircraft. 

After a series of hearings, on April 14-» 19^8, the Civil 
4 Q 

Aeronaut!os Board (CAB) Issued a regulation, which read in 

part, n, . . an airman holding a flight engineer's certificate* 

shall "be required as a flight engineer on all aircraft 

certified for more than 80,000 pounds maximum takeoff." It 

defined a flight engineer as "an Individual holding a valid 

flight engineer*® certificate Issued by the Administration 

(Federal Government)., and whose primary assigned duty during 

flight is to assist the pilots in the mechanical operation 

of the airplane.*5"^ The acquiring of a flight engineer's* 

certificate requires the passing of a government examination 

on the mechanical aspects of modern aircraft. No mechanical 

experience is required. While some mechanical aptitude is 

necessary to pass the examination for a flight engineer's 

certificate, it is not necessary for a person to have ever 

worked as an aircraft mechanic. Book knowledge is sufficient. 

Three patterns of implementation of this 19^8 Civil 

Aeronautical Board regulation evolved in the airline industry. 

, , 1 National Mediation Board. £ U # Si- £=22M (WaBhlngton. 
1961), p. 2. 

, v M £ Jtet IU> Mm- M Z (Washington, 
19615. 
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The majority of the larger carriers retained the original 

specialist concept of the flight engineer, namely that he is 

basically a person with mechanical "background engaged' in 

mechanical rather than piloting duties. On these carriers, 

the flight engineers were members of the Plight Engineers' 

International Association (FEIA), and were required toy 

agreement "between the companies and the union, not only to 

have a flight engineer's certificate, but also an airframe 

and powerplant license. Obtaining this license required at 

least thirty months of aircraft mechanical training plus 

passing a government examination. 

The second group of airlines recruited the flight 

engineers from the pilot ranks, and required that they be 

certified as tooth pilots and flight engineers, and be 

interchangeable with other crew members in performing flight 

duties. On these carriers all members of the cockpit crew 

are represented by the Air Line Pilots' Association (ALPA). 

United Air Lines, which constitutes the third group in 

the employment of flight engineer® had, since the beginning, 

switched back and forth from mechanically trained engineers 

to pilot-trained personnel. The engineers with a mechanical 

background Joined PEXA, while the pilot-oriented engineers 

became members of ALPA. However, since 19$4, United has 

adhered to a policy of hiring only pilot-trained personnel 
20 

for its cockpit crews. 

, , 2°Natioml &2S£&» !ik M - (Washington, 
1961), p. 5. 
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In 19^9, ALPA organised the Air Carriers Flight 

Engineer®1 Association (ACPEA), and the engineers on 

American Airlines and United Air Lines Immediately voted in 

a Mational Mediation Board election to have the Association 

represent them. At this time, the majority of the flight 

engineers on both American and United were furloughed pilots* 

who had been members of ALPA, and who were still faithful to 

the Association. While the ALPA constitution ruled out 

membership to any other group but the pilots, the Air 

Carriers Plight Engineers' Association ACPEA) held more 

appeal for the American and United engineers than did PBIA. 

The Plight Engineers' International Association protested 

to the American Federation of Labor, and ALPA was ordered to 

disband the Air Carriers Plight Engineers' Association 

(ACPEA). The pilots' union compiled with the order of the 

American Federation of Labor, who also asserted that all 

flight engineers must sign with FEIA and all pilots with 

21 

ALPA. On airlines who employed only pilot-trained 

engineer®, these crewmen were listed a® Third Officers or 

Third Pilots, and were classified as pilots for the sake of 

representat ion. 

In both F1XA and ALPA, each airline has its own chapter, 

and the employees elect their own officers. These elected 

officers comprise the Master Executive Committee (MEC). 

2•'•Aviation Week, L (May 3. 19^9). 15. 
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It la the Master Executive Committee and not the national 

union who negotiates the labor agreements with the airline 

companies. ALPA and F1IA assist the individual committees 

with legal aid, and the national organizations must approve 

the final contract between the membership and the various 

airlines. As shall b® seen later on in this paper, there 

have been several cases where the Master Executive Committee 

and the employees of on© airline completely disregarded the 

policies and wishes of the national organization in signing 

a labor agreement. 

Since the very beginning, both unions have increased 

in membership at a very rapid rate, although in the last 

several year® the membership in FEIA has begun to decrease, 

and will continue to do so as the result of the latest 

contracts with several of the airline companies. This 

situation .will be described more fully later on In this 

paper. 

The following table will illustrate the rapid growth 

of ALPA.22 

2%»etter written by Id Motes, Director of Public 
Relations for ALPA to the author, December 8, 1965* 
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TABLE I 

THE BAPID GBOWTH OP ALPA 

Xear Membership 

1935 603 
19% *.358 
1955 9.852 
I960 13,526 
1962 1§,257 
1965 16,^60 

As can be seen by the following table# the membership 

In PEIA Increased very rapidly from the founding of the 

Association In 19*8 until i960, when It began to decline.2-* 

TABLE II 

THE RAPID GROWTH OP PEIA 

Xear Membership 

19*8 522 
1955 2,100 
I960 2.800 
1962* . 2,550 
1965* . *. • 2,550 

•The PEIA membership figures for the years 1962 and 
1965 Include 625 striking members* 

Heport and Recommendations of ALPA's Turbo-prop and 

Jet Study Committee 

While the airline companies were using propeller-driven 

aircraft, the members of M.PA and PEIA worked together In 

harmony in the cockpits of the nation's airliners* With an 

^Letter written by Harry S. O'Brien, Secretary-
Treasurer of PEIA, to the author, March 1, 1966. 
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ever Increasing traveling public, the airline companies wore 

purchasing more airplanes, and the problem of Job security 

for both the pilots and engineers was of little Importance. 

Their future seemed secure. 

However, by the end of 1955» stoat of the major air 
Oil 

carrier® had placed orders for turbo-prop and jet aircraft. 

The question of Job security now became very important to 

all the cockpit ©rew members. Both unions, ALPA and FEIA, 

were certain that with the Introduction of the larger and 

faster aircraft, the airlines would need fewer ©rew members. 

A propeller-driven aircraft, such as the DC-?, with a 3-man 

crew was capable of carrying 80 passengers from Mew York 

City to Loa Angeles* California, In 8 hours. On a jet air-

craft, such as the Bolng ?Q?t 3 crewmen could fly 120 

passengers from New lork City to Los Angeles, and another 

120 passengers from Los Angeles to New Xork, in the same 8-

hour period. Both ALPA and FBIA saw this technological 

advancement In the airline Industry as a threat to the 

membership, and both unions were determined to protect the 

jobs of the men they represented. ALPA was the first to act. 

On January 5» 19 5&. the Executive Committee of ALPA 

proposed a resolution to establish a Turbo-prop and Jet 

Turbo-prop air©raft use the same principle as a pure 
jet to supply the needed power for take-off and flying; only 
on the turbo-prop aircraft, this power 1» used to turn 
propellers. 
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Study Committee to examine the problem® relative to the rate 

of compensation and rules and working conditions for airline 

pilots that the introduction of such aircraft would likely 

create.2-* A pilot from each major airline was appointed to 

this committee, which presented Its report to the Fourteenth 

Biennial Convention of AI.PA In Chicago, Illinois, on 

November 5* 1956. 

At the first meeting the Committee decided It would 
he necessary to study the following as they relate to 
the introduction of larger and faster equipment? rate_ 
of compensation, working conditions, crew compliment /slo7, 
technological aspects, training and health. It also 
felt that it would he necessary to review part of &UA*e 
policy and methods as they relate to this field, in 
order t© bring it up to date where necessary. 

Inasmuch as the subject of this paper is the 'brew complement" 

problem, only the part of the report relevant to that subject 

will be considered. 

The Committee agreed that In the beginning of commercial 

aviation, a third crew member with a mechanical background 

was justified by the increasing size and complexity of the 

aircraft and the accessory systems. Also, the route problem 

of the International airlines through extended areas of 

meager maintenance facilities made it desirable, If not 

neoeasary, to train a mechanic in the limited flight operational 

duties neoeasary In order to make available his mechanical 

3tud£ 
25R9S?ort |M|£m££S£ SH& 
, Committee. ALFA (Chicago, 19 5°), Introduction, p. 2. 

2^Ibld.. Introduction, p. 2. 
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skill® for emergencies, trouble shooting, and maintenance 

problems, a& needed. In the opinion of the Committee, this 

need for a flight mechanic was never justified on domestic 

operations, and was no longer Justified on International 

routes.2'" When the airline® began to fly into foreign 

countries, the airports were, for the most part, primitive 

and poorly equipped, especially with skilled mechanics, to 

service the alroraft. The need for skilled mechanics was 

met by including a flight engineer in the cockpit crew. 

Today, almost all of the overseas airports that the airlines 

of this nation serve are as modem and well equipped as the 

airports in this country. The skilled mechanics needed to 

service the aircraft are now readily available at all the 

larger overseas airports. 

The Committee emphasized that the new turbo-prop and jet 

aircraft further eliminated the need for a mechanically 

oriented crew member In the cockpit. The new jets were 

equipped largely with automatic systems which left little, 

if any, opportunities for a flight engineer to use his 

mechanical abilities in the cookplt. A pilot*trained third 

crew member could perform mechanical duties and, in addition, 

serve as a pilot in emergencies. The Committee therefore 

27Ibid.. Section IV, p. 1. 

28Ibld.. Section IV, p. 2. 
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recommended that no attempt be mad# to replace the flight 

engineer on propeller-driven aircraft, but that ALPA require 

all airline companies to employ only pilot-trained third 

crew members on all turbo-prop and Jet aircraft. The report 

stated that "Upon careful study, in the Interest of safety, 

a three-pilot crew is a mandatory requirement for operation 

of these new aircraft,**2"̂  

• In ending its report, th© Committee again emphasized 

that ALPA' s policy toward th© "crew ccamjlfemetafc" should be 

one of only pilot-qualified crew members in th# cockpit. 

Therefore, be it resolved that th# Turbo-prop and 
Jtt Study Committee recommends the following policy be 
adopted: 

Besolve that it shall be th® policy of the Air 
Lin# Pilots' Association that all members of th# 
operating crew shall be pilot qualified, and 

Be it further resolved that it shall not be In-
consistent with th# implementation of this policy 
for the Association to provide Job protection for 
currently employed non-pilot operating crew 
members, and 

Be it further resolved that the Board of Directors 
at th# Fourteenth Convention adopt as mandatory 
ALPA policy, that no Turbo-prop or Jet Turbine 
Powered Aircraft will be operated unless and until 
it is manned at all flight stations, by a qualified, 
pilot In the employ of th© Company as a pilot, and 

Be it further resolved that the third crew member 
requirement, on present and future aircraft be 
continued, and 

Be it further resolved that crew members shall be 
known as Captain, First Officer, Second Officer, 

29 'Ibid*, Section If, p. 6. 
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Third Offleer. Fourth Officer, ©to*, and under no 
circumstance will such pilots be referred to as 
Flight Engineers, Navigator, Hail© Operator, ©to., 
and every effort shall be made to encourage 
standard usage of these recommended titles.-5 

On September 11, 1956, the members of the AUPA'Jet 

Evaluation Committee, after attending a series of conferences 

at the Strategic Air Command B-52 Training Headquarters, 

Castle Air Poree Base, California, circulated a letter to all 

members of ALPA further emphasizing the need for only pilot-

qualified personnel in the eoolsplt. This letter read, In 

parti 

The burden on the captain is vastly Increased by 
the speed and the complexity of jet transports. Tine 
to sake irrevocable decisions is reduced to a minimum, 
and the close coordination of a similarly trained crew 
is an absolute requirement for the safe operation of 
our future jet airplanes. A pilot's special abilities 
to analyze traffic information, observe and recognise 
hazards in congested areas, copy weather, handle 
communi cations, and navigate make hie qualifications 
Indlspensible in the selection of a third crew member. 

There are no engine controls or gauges on the 
third crew member panel. His duties will require prior 
knowledge and experience In the operation of navigational 
devices, radar, meteorology, communication—as well as 
piloting. 

Any man not qualified to relieve one of the pilots 
during flight cannot adequately fill the essential 
qualifications necessary in the selection of this 
Important position m third crew member.3* 

The above letter was included In the report offered to 

the ALPA Convention by the members of the Turbo-prop and Jet 

Section IV, pp. 9-10. 

•^Letter written by members of the Turbo-prop and Jet 
Study Committee, ALPA, to the union membership, September 11, 
1956, 
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Study Committee. On1November 9, 1956. the Air Lines Pilots' 

Association, at its Fourteenth Biennial Convention* in 

Chicago, Illinois, passed a resolution accepting the "crew 

©.omjaem-etnt'" recommendations of its Turbo-prop and Jet Study 

Committee.-^ 

The Plight Engineers chose to ignore the "Heport and 

Heoom&endations of ALP A* s Turbo-prop and Jet Study 

Committee.rt The engineers offered no rebuttal and even 

failed to acknowledge the existence of the report in any of 

its oorrespondeno® to the membership. FEIA say have realized 

that the findings and recommendations of ALPA13 Tufrbo-prop 

and Jet Study Committee were ©orreot, and that teohnological 

changes in the airline industry and the introduction of the 

new airoraft would make their jobs obsolete and eliminate 

the need for a flight engineer on jet airoraft. The 

individual flight engineers argued that their training and 

skills would still be needed in the cockpit of the new air-

oraft. It appears that FEIA was no longer concerned with 

the teohnological need for a flight engineer in the cockpit, 

but rather with the human element of protesting the jobs of 

Ita members. While FEIA offered no rebuttal at the time 

ALPA published its report, the engineers' union was soon to 

use the same argument as the pilots in attempting to keep 

its member# in the oookpit. FEIA stated that If there was 

3%<sw York Times, November 10, 1956, p. 62. 
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to "be a "safe" crew to the cockpit, one of the crew members 

must be a flight engineer. 

Thus the whole " crew complement" issue became clouded 

In arguments concerning safety in the air. In the pamphlet 

Dead Horse and the Peatherblr&. the author* Paul Jacobs, 

expresses this Idea. 

Probably no labor dispute in the United States has 
been more complex and confusing than the one over who 
shall occupy the third seat of the Jets. .And probably 
in no other labor dispute have the real issues been m 
wall hidden as in this on© where all the parties no 
frequently invoke "safety" as an explanation for their 
actions. Surely, few words have been more overworked 
and misused. By now, it has been emptied of any real 
meaning! by now it is impossible for the public to 
decide when a proposal made in the name of safety, as 
•all of them are, is or isn't a cover-up, even when, 
unconscious, for gaining some economic advantage.33 

The Pour-Kan Crews 

In the fall of 1958. American Airline®, Inc., was the 

first company to receive its Jet aircraft, The company was 

in a position-to get a six-month advantage on Its competitors, 

who had to wait until the spring of 1959 before they would be 

ready to put their jet aircraft into operation. However, 

American faced labor problems with both AUA and FEIA which 

had to be solved before it could begin to fly it® new jet 

aircraft. The pilots Insisted that they would not sign a 

new contract with the company unless all three members in the 

3%aul Jacob®, Dead Horse Featherbird (Santa 
Barbara, California, 1962), p. 56. 
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cockpit of the new aircraft w e pilot qualified. The 

engineers were equally adamant that their new contract with 

the company must guarantee them the right to the third seat.-*** 

American made Its first settlement with the engineer®, 

signing a five-year contract, that assured the third seat in 

the cockpit to the PEIA members. As soon as the company 

guaranteed the third seat in the cockpit of the Jet aircraft 

to the members of the engineers' union, the contract 

negotiations with the pilots completely bogged down, and a 

strike appeared inevitable.^ On the eve of the pilot©' 

strike, American proposed to the pilots' union that it would 

carry four crewmen in the cockpit, three pilots to satisfy 

ALPA's "fail safe*1 policy, and an engineer to satisfy the 

requirements of the newly signed contract with PEIA.-^ The 

duties of the third pilot were almost nil. His position in 

the ©ookplt limited his view of the pilot's instrument®, and 

allowed him only a very small view out the cockpit window, 

lis only Job in the cockpit was to handle some of the radio 

contacts. To the flight engineers, he became known as the 

11 feather-bird pilot.1'3® 

^IMd.. p. ̂ 8. 

3 % M York T|mes, May 2, 1958, p. 72. 

-^Jacobs, p. ̂ 9. 

37Ibid. 

38Ibld, 
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The four-man cockpit orew pattern instigated by American 

was «oon followed by moit of the other airlines having con-

tracts with both the ALPA and FEIA. When American first made 

It# "feather-bird" proposal, it satisfied all the parties 

concerned. The company realized the quick profit it had 

anticipated due to ita being the first airline to offer the 

public ;)«t aircraft service. ALPA1© "fall-safe" policy was 

satisfied by the presence'of the third pilot In the cockpit, 

and the fEIA had one of It® members in the engineer's seat* 

Before long, however, the whole airline industry was 

plunged into controversy over the "crew compliment" question 

and the four-nan crews. Some airlines, who had contracts 

with only the pilots* union, were flying with only three 

men In the cockpit, while other Airline8, flying the same 

type of aircraft over the same routes, were using four-man 

cockpit crews* The dispute over the fourth man in the 

coekplt continued until mid~June, 1963* when the then 

Secretary of labor, Arthur J. Goldberg, helped solve the 

dispute between frans World Airlines and the FEIA.^ The 

••Goldberg formula*1 will be covered later in this paper. The 

Immediate result of the recommendation of the Secretary of 

Labor was the gradual reduction of the cockpit crew on all 

the airlines involved from four men to three. 

^Bobert Cook, "Goldberg Flan Seen as Viotory for FSXAt 
Some Member® Balk," Avlfttlo.n Wgek aQd, §mm, 
LXXI (June 2$, 1962)7 **5. 
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The main efforts In this paper are directed towards the 

,fcrew complement" probleia on American Airlines. However, It 

Is impossible to fully understand this problem and th® 

efforts to resolve It on American without first considering 

this problem on other airlines and th© solutions advocated 

by others in th# Industry. 

This paper Is divided Into four parts,1 Chapter One Is 

an account of the major events in the airline Industry that 

led to "the present "crew eompI.dm®nt;,,i problem. Chapter Two 

Is devoted to the problem on airlines other than' American, 

and Is concerned with several Presidential Emergency Boards 

whieh were convened to help 'establish labor peace In the 

coofepits of the airlines. Chapter Three 1® the story of the 

"crew problem on American Airlines and the 

solution found in the Tripartite Agreement. This chapter also 

Includes a discussion of the Agreement. Chapter Pour is a 

summation and conclusion. 

The subject of this thesis is particular to the airline 

industry and airline unions« and a great deal of the material 

used 18 taken from sources within the industry. Among these 

sources are the newsletters and bulletins seat to the 

membership of the three unions involved, the Air Line Pilots' 

Association (AIiPA)» the Allied Pilots* Association (APA)» and 

the Plight Engineers' International Association (FEIA). 

These include the Flagship. Mews, a weekly newspaper published 
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toy American Airlines for Its employessj and 

weekly newsletter distributed "by American Airlines to its 

management personnel. The reports of Presidential Emergency 

Boards and hearings of the National Mediation Board have also 

been used as a source of information in writing this paper* 

Throughout this paper several abbreviations have been 

used to denote organizations frequently referred to, These 

abbreviations are , 

AAL—American Airlines, Inc. 

AIIPA—-Air Lines Pilots" Association 

APA—Allied Pilots Association 

EAL-~Eastem Airlines, Inc. 

FEIA—*Plight Engineers' International Association 

PAA—Pan American World Airways, Inc. 

TWA—Trans World Airlines* Inc. 

UAl4~«Unite& Air Lines* Inc. 



CHAPTER II 

THE "CREW COMPIEMENT" PROBLEM AID THE SOLUTIONS POUND OH 

UI1TED, TEAMS WOBLD, PAH AMSEICAM, AND EASTEBN AIRLINES 

This section, of the paper is devoted to five of the more 

relevant Presidential Emergency Boards set up to resolve the 

"crew complement" and other labor problems on several of the 

nation** airlines. The airlines and the commissions 

discussed are (i) United Air Lines and the Donaldson 

Commlsaion (January i?» 1961), (2) The President's Com* 

mission on the Air Lin® Controversy, usually referred to as 

the "Felnsinger Commission" (Kay and October, 1962), (3) 

Pan American Airways and the Dash Commission (Jwne 20, 1961), 

(k) Trans World Airline® and the Hill Commit®ion (Hay 1, 

1962)« (5) Eastern Airlines and the Kheel Commission (May 1# 

1961}, 

The Donaldson Commission was established solely to 

determine the eraft and class of cockpit crew members on 

United Air Line®. The Fslnsslnger Commission was established 

to determine the functions of various cockpit crew members 

on several of the nation's major airlines, including American, 

Eastern, Pan American, National, Tr&na World, Western, and 

Flying Tigers, a freight carrier. 

29 
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The remaining three Presidential Commissions, headed by 

chairmen lynch, Hill and Kheil, were concerned not only with 

the "crew complement" problem# but they dealt with several 

other factors, including rest time, training and training 

pay, sick leave, vacations, lnsuranoe, and many other issues 

commonly found in a union contract between an airline and 

its flight personnel. In this paper, however, th© sole 

concern la the "crew complement" problem, and only those 

sections of the commissions*s reports concerned with this 

problem will be considered. 

Th# Donaldson Commission and United Air Lines 

ttolted first added flight engineers to the *ferew 

complement" of the DC-4's in th© spring of 19^1. The 

qualifications of a flight engineer were briefly m follows* 

high school education or equlmltnt, three years* experience 

with United in a mechanical bracket, and an Airplane and 

Engineer's Mechanic License. These flight engineers were 

expected to monitor and adjust mechanical details in flight 

and assist the pilot in establishing and maintaining desired 

engine operation in flight. 

However, since that time United has varied its policy 

several times on the hiring qualifications for flight 

engineers. In 19^3, the ooap&ny decided to utilize furloughed 

pilots as flight engineers on its DC-6 equipment. These men 

held pilot licenses and were members of ALPA. They were 
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trained as flight engineer# at United*& expense* and the 

company decided to hire only pilot-trained engineers. How-

ever, "because of a labor dispute with ALPA, United, in 19̂ 9» 

dropped the pilot qualification® for its third crew members« 

In the spring of 19^9. the flight engineer# on United to ted. 

to be represented by FEIA. Prior to this time the United 

engineers had been members of the Air Carriers Flight 

Engineers' Association, a subsidiary of ALPA, but with the 

disbanding of this union, the engineers elected to join 

FEIA.1 

In February, 195^• United publicly announced that it 

would return to the pilot-trained engineer program. As a 

result of this policy,, alliJatr,fiigg-r thereafter were to be 

trained not only as flight engineers, but also as co-pilots. 

United has since adhered to this program of pilot-trained 

flight engineer#. Flight personnel are recruited on the basis 

of progression from flight engineer, to co-pilot, to captain. 

This new policy was unacceptable to FEIA, and it 

demanded that the pilot qualification for newly hired 

engineers be dropped• When the company and the FEIA failed 

to reach an agreement, the flight engineers struck against 

the company. Although the strike lasted fifty-one days, 

^National Mediation Board. File Ho. C-2946 (Washington, 
19^1), p. 5. 

2aii-
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United was able to continue flight operations throughout the 

strike period by using pilot-qualified engineers in the 

third seat. A compromise settlement was reached on 

December 1955# in which the eoiapany agreed that it would 

not continue th® requirement that flight engineers be 

qualified as pilots prior to assignment on types of aircraft 

then in use by United. The company also offered all 

engineers training at company expense, which would qualify 

them to take the Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA) 

examinations for a Commercial Filot1® License and an 

Instrument Bating.^ This compromise continued for three 

years, but the contract signed on December 6, 1959» *»d as 

one of its provision® that flight engineers possessing pilot 

qualifications would be required on United's jet aircraft. 

The contract signed on December 15, 1959» by United and 

the FEIA established the precedent that all flight engineers 

must have a Commercial Pilot's License with Instrument 

Eatings, and complete a company training course to enable 

the flight engineer to achieve a degree of flight proficiency 

that would enable him to temporarily relieve other cockpit 

members In case of an emergency. This contract also provided 

for severance pay in the amount of 20,000 dollars for each 

engineer who did not wish to acquire the pilot's license 

3ff?ld., p. 8, 
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and take the necessary training, or who failed to meet these 
LL 

requirement®. 

The significance of these provisions should not be over-

looked. With the flight engineers now having to possess 

pilot licenses In order to be qualified on United^ turbo-jet 

aircraft, ALPA requested the national Mediation Board to 

determine if the members of the United cockpit crew were of 

the same ©lass or ©raft. ALPA felt, with reason, that if the 

National .Mediation Board determined that both pilots and 

flight engineers were of the same class or craft, then 

through a representation election FEIA would be defeated. 

ALPA's strategy rested on the faot that on all airlines 

utilizing equipment requiring a flight engineer, there are 

two pilots, a captain, and a co-pilot, and only one engineer* 

Therefore, on airlines employing both members of ALPA and 

PEIA, the pilots outnumber the engineers by at least two to 

one, On United, this ratio was even higher, because many of 

the flight engineers were pilot trained and were members 

of ALPA. 

at was at this time that the National Mediation Board 

appointed a commission to determine If those employees of 

United Air Lines performing the duties of cockpit crew 

members in the Job classifications of pilot, co-pilot, and 

second officer or flight engineer were of the same class 

tefgigal MSHffsJallsi 4l£ .Mmi* £n&« • and 
FEIA (Chicago, W9)\ pp. 51-52. 
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or craft. Second officer was the title given to a pilot-

trained flight engineer. 

The three neutrals composing the Commission were 

J. Glenn Donaldson, of Denver, Colorado, Chairman; .George S. 

Ives and David H» Stone, both of Washington, D. C., Member®. 

This was the first occasion since the adoption of . 

permissive legislation In 193^ that the National Mediation 

Board had created a neutral commission to decide ©lass or 

craft issues In a representation dispute* • 

According to the Commission itself, 

The sole function of a commission such as this, is 
to determine, the crafts or classes of employees who 
are to he grouped together for the purpose of repre-
sentation. As applies to this case, we must determine 
whether flight deck or cockpit crew members on United 
Air Lines, Inc., should participate as a group in the 
selection of a common representative for the purpose of 
collective bargaining or whether the Plight Engineers 
comprise a separate class or craft and thus are entitled 
to vote separately from the pilots in any representation 
election.5 

The Commission was convened In Chicago, Illinois, on 

December 1, 1959* and the hearing continued until June 23, 

i960. The Commission met a total of forty times. While the 

Commission was to determine the class or ©raft of the cockpit 

crew members, It was, In reality, deciding whether the 

flight engineers who were members of FEIA would retain their 

Jobs or whether they would be replaced by pilots who were 

members of ALPA. 

„ ' la. qz%$M (Washington, 
1961), p. 1. 
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Concerning the flight engineer®, the Comalsalon report 

said: 

Ho flight ©raw member has-©hanged In concept as much as 
that of the flight engineer. Initially there was no 
question but that he was simply an alrborn ground 
mechanic. If conditions had remained static, the 
specialist concept would have considerable validity in 
the case before us. However, through selection, training 
and us®, during the Intervening decade, his resemblance 
is more accurately that to a pilot than to a mechanic. 
In .today's Jets, Inflight repair or trouble shooting is 
virtually Impossible. Any repairs needed are a ground 
force mechanical function. The pilots on United are 
trained and capable of taking over and performing all 
the functions of the flight engineer. This cross-
training and cross-utilization ©f flight deck craws has 
destroyed any distinguishing features between members 
of the crew upon which a craft or class determination 
would have any real basis. The crew* In essence, Is a 
single operating unit, each member with certain primary 
responsibilities but ®tlll a single unit engaged In 
flying an airplane.6 

In summing up Its investigation, the Commission, under 

the title "Finding of Pacts," stated, in parts 

That today all members of the flight crews on 
United's Jet aircraft must be familiar with both flight 
and mechanical functions of such aircraft. That the 
captain must be able to perform any of the duties of the 
other members of the crew, including the flight engineer. 

That the position of flight engineer was created 
during the evolution of the commercial aviation Industry 
In conjunction with the advent of multi-engine aircraft 
primarily to perform truly mechanical functions. That 
today the flight engineer on United has been integrated 
as a member of the flight crew with an overall knowledge 
of the Jet aircraft In operation and his mechanical 
duties have been reduced to pre-fllght inspection and 
the monitoring of systems during flight, which duties 
are also performed by the pilots. That as this 
integrated member of a flight deck crew, his function 
can no longer be considered^separate from those of other 
members of the flight crew.' 

6Ibid., pp. 12-13. 7Ibid., pp. 21-22. 
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On January 17, 1961, at Washington, D. C., the Commission 

offered Its conclusions, which stateds 

On the basis of the entire record, this committee 
finds that all flight deck crdw members on United Air 
Llnea, Inc., in the job classification of pilot or 
captain, reserve captain* co-pilot and second officer 
or flight engineer constitutes one craft or class for 
purposes of representation and collective bargaining, 
under the Hallway Labor Act and should vote together 
on one "ballot for the purposes of representation under 
Section 2, Ninth, of the Hallway Labor Act, as 
amended.® 

In the latter part of Hay, 1961, the National Mediation 

Board held a representation election on United Air Lines. 

The Board certified ALPA as the only representative of the 

flight deck crew members on United Air Linen, after ALPA had 

defeated FEXA by a vote of 1,682 to 58. 

Feinslnger leport 

The conclusion of the Donaldson Commission had far-

reaching effects. On February 17, 1961, one month after It 

made its report, the flight engineers decided to call a 

nation-wide strike against the airlines that employed its 

members. According to the Mew York Times, the flight 

engineer®* union offered the following explanations "The 

National Mediation Board*a decision wa» a complete deprivation 

of their rights to assemble into an organization of their 

own choice."^ In further Justifying this illegal strike, 

8Ibld.. p. 22. 

%ew York Times. August 18, 1961, p. 1. 
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•fc*1® Times continued, 

The flight engineers were motivated to take such drastic 
action "by their knowledge that if the Air Lines Pilots* 
Association took over the representation of their jobs, 
it would not simply mean that these member# would toe 
deprived of their rights to perform the Job, but rather, 
that the 30b itself would deteriorate to a point which 
would adversely affect safety.10 

The airlines struck by the FEIA were American, Eastern, 

National Pan American, Trans World, Western, and Flying 

Tigers, a freight airline. 

On February 21, 1961, President John P. Kennedy issued 

Executive Order Ho. 10921, creating the Presidents Commission 

on the Airlines Controversy, frequently referred to as the 

"Felnslnger Commission," after its chairman, Professor Efathan P. 

Felnslnger of Wisconsin. The other members of the Commission 

were Professor Richard A. Lester of Princeton and Professor 

J. Keith Mann of Stanford. 

On May 21*, 1961, the Commission issued a preliminary 

report. In this Initial report the Commission recommended a 

merger of the two unions in the cockpit, a reduction of the 

four-man crews to three-man crews on all turbo-jet equipment, 

plus pilot training for the flight engineers. In this report 

the Commission emphasized the merger of the ALPA and FEIA. 

"The most obvious solution to this problem Is a merger or 

some form of sonsolldatlon. In the considered opinion of 

the Commission, neither peace nor safety on the airlines will 

10^,, 
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be fully assured as long a® there are two tuitions In the 

cockpit.The Commission recommended "that on the property 

of each carrier the unions establish a Joint Committee of 

Interunlon Cooperation. The function of such a committee Is 

Implicit in Its title,"*2 

On October 17, 1961# the Commission Issued Its final 

report, a report which has been of great importance in all 

negotiations between the airlines and the flight deck crews 

ever since. The Commission first concerned itself with the 

transition from the four-man crews to three-man crews on Jet 

equipment* and second with the merging of the two unions 

Involved In the disputes. With regard to the reduction to 

three-man crews, the Commission recommended 

that present flight engineers have a priority for the 
third seat, both because the seat has historically been 
©coupled by the Flight Engineer and because the pilot 
has bidding rights to other orew positions. In order 
to qualify for the third seat on three-man turbo-jet 
crews, flight engineer® will be required to take certain 
pilot training.*3 

The Commission then proceeded to specify the pilot 

training and tft® qualifications needed by the flight 

engineers: 

11 
Felnsinger Heport, as quoted in "The Airlines-Flight 

Engineers Dispute," Monthly Labor Review. L2QQCI? (July, 1961), 
750. 

*2Ibid.. p. 751. 

„ , 1 3TM 1 M M f f ' m t h e Air L^ne Controversy. 
Felnsinger Commission (Washington, 1961}, pp. 5-6. 
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(1) A commercial pilot's certificate and instrument 
ratingi 

(2) Qualifications in the type aircraft to which 
assigned as follows! 
(a) Ability to execute en route, approach# and 

landings oo-pllot duties in th® emergency 
situation specified above, including check-
list functions, aa would be performed by the 
second in command at the direotion of the 
pilot in command, other than manipulation of 
the primary flight controls? 

(b) Ability to manipulate the flight controls of 
the turbo-jet airplane by reference to flight 
instruments to the following extents straight 
and level flight, normal turns, climbs, and 
descents at various normal operating speeds, 
but not including takeoffs and landings? 

(c) The training for and demonstration of the 
ability required by paragraphs (a) and (b) 
immediately above may be accomplished in a 
turbo-jet Simulatori 

(3) Ability to operate radio communications and 
navigation equipment and weather radar; 

(k) Ability to copy and interpret air traffic control 
clearances and give position reports when required} 
and ±t, 

(5) Ability to maintain appropriate flight logs. 

The Commission also specified that the flight engineers 

were entitled to receive the training necessary for the 

qualifications at the carriers' expense but on their own time. 

The Commission also set down recommendations for pay protection 

for pilots who were displaced to lower paying flight 

assignments or furloughed a® a result of the reduction from 

fou>-to three-man turbo-jet crews. It also recommended the 

severance pay to be awarded flight engineers who would be 

furloughed because of their inability to satisfy the qualifi-

cations necessary to work the third seat. This severance 

PP. 11-12. 
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allowance was to be an amount equal to one month's pay for 

each year of the flight engineer's service as a flight 

engineer with the carrier, subject to a minimum of 10,000 

dollars and a maximum of 25,000 dollars.1^ In reference to 

new hirings for the flight engineer position, the Commission 

recommended that they hold a pilot license and a flight 

engineer's certificate, tout that It was not necessary that 

they possess an Aircraft and Powerplane (A & P) certificate. 

In Part Two, concerned with the merger and representation 

of the FEIA and the ALFA, the Commission stated* as follows? 

The Commission recommends a® a first step the 
establishment of a Joint Commission on Interunlon 
Cooperation on each airline. As a permanent solution, 
th# Commission strongly endorses the voluntary merger 
of FBIA and ALPA into a single union. The Commission 
is now more than ever convinced that such a merger would 
benefit the individual flight engineer, the pilot, the 
carriers, and the traveling public. 

The Commission believe® that eventual representation 
of all flight declc ©rew personnel by a single union is 
inevitable. That end will come about in one of two 
ways—through a resumption of warfare between the two 
union®, or through a voluntary merger on fair and honorable 
terms. The ohoice is clear.1" 

The Commission expressed it# awareness of the flight 

engineers' concern that a merger of the two unions would 

result in the submergence of their interests and a blunting 

of their means of self-expression. However, the Commission 

stated that it was confident that a plan of merger could be 

established that would embody suitable safeguards for the 

i5Ibid.. p. 22. l6Ibld.. p. 2*K 



rights and equities of the Individual pilots and flight 

engineers. It did not, however, offer any suggestion® or 

recommendations to insure this saf©guard of the rights of 

the individual. The Commissions re commendations for a 

merger of the two unions were as follows: 

(1) ALPA and FEIA should be merged into on® organization 
that will represent pilots and flight engineers. 

(2) To aid in the accomplishment of this objective, the 
Joint Committees on Interunion Cooperation 
recommended in the Commission's May 2^ report shall 
continue to function. A public member or members 
to assist the Joint Committees sha.ll be selected 
on each carrier. If any Joint Committee cannot 
agree on Its publlo member or members, the Com-
mission respectfully requests that the Secretary 
of Labor shall make the designation. The Joint 
Committees shall meet at least quarterly after the 
date of this report. 

(3) It is recommended that ALFA voluntarily refrain 
from instituting legal proceedings to change 
existing rights of representation of the occupant 
of the flight engineer's seat, including occupants 
of the third seat on turbo-4ets carrying three-man 
crews, for a minimum period of two years from the 
date that the recommendations of the Commission 
are placed into effect on fche airline concerned. 
If merger should, notwithstanding the efforts 
recommended above, not be achieved during such 
period, the entire subject of representation will 
presumably be reviewed by both unions in light of 
the progress made toward a final resolution of their 
differences.*7 

On October 17, 1961, at Washington, D. C., the Commission 

issued its report and offered the following conclusions 

This is not a conventional labor dispute between 
one union and one employer. The Issues to which the 
President directed the Commission to address Itself have 
been increased in complexity by the Involvement of two 
unions with competing interests and seven carriers with 

*?Ibld., pp. 26-27. 
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separate bargaining histories. So critical »as the 
February strike that the President tools: the unusual 
step of creating this Commission. Every facility of 
the Government was placed at the disposal of th® Com-
mission in its effort to eliminate the source of the 
strife that for years has seriously affected air transport 
services and the Nation's economy. 

The Commission's goal will not have been achieved 
by providing a solution on paper. A solution in practice 
is what the Commission has proposed and what the public 
has a right to expect. There is no occasion for further 
delay. Accordingly, the Commission requests the parties* 
with such assistance by the National Mediation Board as 
may be appropriate under the Railway Labor Act and the 
Board's usual practices, to arrange for prompt meetings 
for the purpose of implementing the Commission's 
recommendations and completing agreements on all open 
issues.18 

The report of the President's Commission on the Airlines 

Controversy was accepted with greatly varying reaction® by 

the several parties involved. The ALPA, in general, accepted, 

the findings. The FEIA feared that the recommendations of 

the Commission, if accepted by the airlines, would lead to 

the eventual dissolution of the union. It was feared that 

the FEIA would call a new series of strikes, in protest, if 

the carriers adopted the recommendations of the Commission. 

Most of the airline managements were willing to accept the 

report, in spite of the added cost of the recommendation that 

flight engineer® be given extensive pilot training at company 

expense. They felt, however, that the additional cost would 

be more than offset by a great measure of labor peace through 

dealing with only one cockpit union. 

i8Xbld,» pp. 30-31* 
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The "Felnsinger Beport* was to be the basis for the 

recommendations of almost all of the Commissions that 

followed that were Involved in airline cockpit crew disputes. 

An account of the work of these Commissions follow®. 

After President Kennedy had, asked the engineer® to 

return to their jobs and guaranteed them security while the 

B»tftslnger Commission was holding its hearings, all the 

engineers returned to work except those on Western Airlines. 

On Western, th© company's management refused to allow the 

engineers to return, and began training pilot® to fill the 

flight engineer's position. President Kennedy mad# a few 

futile attempts to persuade Western to allow the striking 

engineers to return, but the Western management was adamant 

in its refusal. The engineers on Western are still 

technically on strike at the present time. 

The Dash Commission and Pan American Airlines 

On the very day that the PEIA called a nation-wide strike 

in defiance of the recommendations of the Donaldson Com-

mission, the President issued Executive Order No. 10910 to 

investigate the labor dispute between Pan American Airlines 

and certain of its employees# represented by the PEIA, Pan 

American Chapter. 

The last contract between the company and th© PEIA having 

expired June 1, I960, negotiations continued, frequently with 

assistance from the National Mediation Board, from that date 
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till early February, 1961. When all efforts failed# 

including those of the National Mediation Board* the Board 

certified the dispute to the President of the United States 

in aooordance with the provisions of Section fen of the 
\ 

Hallway Labor Act.1^ 

Under Executive Order No. 10910, the President created 

Emergency Board Ho. 155* Appointed as members of this Board 

were Edmond A. Lynch, of Pottevelle, Pennsylvaniaj Arthur 

Stao& of New Xork City? and G. Allen Dash, of Philadelphia. 

Pennsylvania, Chairman. The Board met in New Xork City, 

and held seventeen hearing® between April 24 and June 8, 

1961, issuing its recommendations at Washington, B.C.* on 

June 20, 196I. 

The Board made recommendations on some of the minor 

issues of the dispute between PAA and the FEIA, but on the 

major issue of the "orew compliment'* it preferred to wait 

until the Feinslnger Commission had eoneluded its hearings. 

The dilemma of this Board—and of the Parties— 
now becomes apparent. Pan American la in no position 
to offer significant concession on major hours or wage 
proposal® of the FEIA until it has knowledge of the 
outcome of the Commission's (Feinslnger Commission) 
proceedings. 

We find it impossible to fashion sensible 
recommendations on many of the key demands of the FEIA, 
since the positions of the parties may be drastically 
altered following the completion of the Commission*s work-

„ % ̂ National £8i£&* & S & M* 4 ~ M 5 (Washington, 
1961), p. 3. 
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Ware we to make suggestions In these areas, It Is our 
belief that they would prove ineffectual and meaningless, 
an exercise in futility.20 

The Board concluded It® recommendations, stating* MTh« 

'open' Issues £} ©raw complement,1 wages and hour® proposals^/ 

should fee held la abeyance until the Presidents Commission 
Of 

on the Air Line Controversy completes Its task." 

The controversy between Pan American and PBIA, along 

with the pilots' union, continued into the spring of 1962. 

In mid-April, arbitration proceedings began between the 

company and the ALP A. The Arbitration Board was composed of 

Professor CJeorge W. Taylor of the University of Pennsylvania, 

Chalrmanf APL-CIO President George Meanys and Edgar P. Xaiser, 

President of Kaiser Industries. The basic terms of the 

arbitration agreement included the pilot qualifications 

recommended by the Feinslnger Commission for occupancy of the 
22 

third seat by a flight engineer. 
The agreement also statedi 

Each flight engineer currently employed will be 
offered a choice of one of these options. 

lo (|uallfleatlon other than a flight engineer 
certificate. Assignment to a three-man turbo-jet crew 
would not be authorized under this choice. 

Basic pilot training provisions called for by the 
Felnslnger Beport, plus additional flight training 
©ailed for in the arbitration agreement. Thl® would 
qualify engineers for a three-man crew, but would not 

^°Ibld.» p. 7« 21Xbld. t p« 4-7• 

22Hobert H. Cook, "Early Action Unlikely on Jew Crew 
Ruling," Ifttli B M imSi iftteMg* 28, 
1962), ̂ 2. 
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permit advancement to pilot assignment. Those selecting 
this choice must 00 indicate within sixty days of the 
signing of the agreement. 

Third pilot training as specified In the present 
contract between Fan American and ALFA. This more 
extensive training, whloh includes the ability to land 
and talc® off aircraft, would be In addition to the other 
suggested pilot training and would have to be accepted 
within thirty days of the completion of the basic pilot 
training.2? 

FEIA officials asserted that these arbitration terms 

would penalize the engineers to a greater extent than the 

Feinsinger recommendations. They still maintained that 

flight training for the flight engineers would result In 

absorption of the FEIA by ALPA. 

On Jim# 22, 1961, along with the flight engineers 

employed by Eastern Airlines, the Pan American flight 

engineers want out on strike. However, on June 23# the Pan 

Amerioan management obtained from the Federal District Court 

In Brooklyn, New Xork, a temporary restraining order against 

the strike of Its engineers. 

In the latter part of 1962, an Arbitration Board composed 

of Secretary of labor W. Millard Wirtz and frofessor Nathan P. 

Feinsinger was established to resolve the differences between 

the company and its flight engineers. On January 16, 1963, 

this Board of Arbitration rendered its award. The results of 

23Ibld.. p. 43. 

2**Henry 3. Kramer, "Anatomy of a Lost Striket The 
Eastern Alrlines-Pllght Engineers Dispute," ILH Research. 
IX (Maroh, 1964), ̂ 2. 
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this ©ward are Inoluded In a Memorandum of Agreement, which 

Is a part of the contraot signed by Pan American and FEIA on 

May 13. 1963. 

This Memorandum of Agreement states In part as followsj 

I, Transition to Minimum Cockpit Crew 
A. It Is recognized that the Compaq may operate 

all J#t aircraft with the minimum number of cockpit 
crew members as specified for the aircraft under the 
applicable Federal Aviation Regulations. Conversion to 
such minimum crews shall be in accordance with the 
provisions of this Agreement* 
IX. Prior Bights ' 

A. The Company, Its successors or assigns, agree 
that all Plight Engineer® in the active employ of the 
Company on January l6» 1$>63» will be recognized as 
having the prior right as against other crew members to 
serve as third crew member on all aircraft operated by 
the Company now and in the future, regardless of type 
or means of propulsion, so long as the Company, its 
successors or assigns, includes or Is required by law 
or federal regulation to include as a member of its 
cockpit flight crews in excess of two airmen* an airman 
whose duty is to perform the Plight Engineering function 
(as it is generally tcn&wn). Such prior rights shall 
continue until severance, retirement, voluntary 
resignation or discharge for cause in accordance with 
the Employment Agreement between the partita hereto. 

B. Any Plight Engineer entitled to priority as 
third crew member under Paragraph A above, who may be 
required by any government regulation to possess specified 
qualifications and/or licenses in addition to a Plight 
Engineer certificate or its equivalent in order to 
continue to serve as such third crew member shall retain 
the said priority if he possesses or acquires such 
qualification© or licenses. In the event that such 
additional qualifications and/or licenses are so 
required, said Plight Engineers shall be granted a 
reasonable period of time in which to meet the additional 
requirements at Company expense and on Company time unless 
specifically provided otherwise in this Memorandum of 
Agreement, 

25 
and F'BIA 
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The Memorandum of Agreement, in Section XV, provided for 

the pilot qualifications of flight engineers. She hiring of 

future third crew members is also resolved is Section I, part 

D» of the Memorandum of Agreement. It state®t 

D. All third crew member vacancies not filled toy 
exercise of the prior rights of Flight Engineers (listed 
in Appendix A Plight Engineer Seniority List), shall he 
filled by pilots now or hereafter employed by th© 
Company who need not possess an aircraft and powerplant 
certificate,2® 

Unlike th© Agreement signed by Trans World and FEIA on 

November 1, 1962, this Agreement of May 13, 1963, between 

Pan American and FSXA does concern itself with the 

recommendations of the Fsinsinger Commission regarding a 

merger of the two union® representing the pilots and flight 

engineers# Appendix B to the Memorandum of Agreement2^ is 

devoted solely to the merger of the two unions on Pan 

American Airlines. It guaranteed that the F1IA would not 

lose its representation rights and that ALPA and FEIA, along 

with an impartial member appointed by the Secretary of 

Labor, would meet in an attempt to accompliah a merger 

between the ALFA chapter and the FEIA chapter on Fan Amerloan 

Airlines.2® 

this Memorandum stated that the government, through the 

assistance of the Secretary of Labor and the national 

2^Ibld,» p. 63. 27Ibid., pp. 91-92. 
2®Thls Memorandum of Agreement followed the recommendations 

of ¥. Millard tfirtz. Secretary of Labor, and Francis A. 
0"Heill, Jr., a member of the National Mediation Board. 
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Mediation Board, would do all in Its power to assist the 

pilots and engineers to work out a merger between the two 

unions* The government, through the Joint Committee, 

guaranteed the FEIA that while the Committee was in existence 

there would be no olass or craft proceedings held regarding 

the Pan American flight crews, a® were held in late i960, in 

relation to th# flight crews on United Air Lines. It was 

these olass or ©raft proceedings on United Air Lines that 

led to the nation-wide flight engineer strike and th® establishing 

of th# Peinelnger Commission. 

The Hill Commission and Trans World Airlines 

Meanwhile, beginning in November, i960, Trans World and 

the FEIA engaged in direct negotiations prior to the 

conclusion of the current labor agreement, which ended 

January 1. 1961. On liecember 29. I960, both parties requested 

the mediation services of the National Mediation Board, and 

a mediator was assigned on March 6, 1961. 

On July 1?, 1961, the National Mediation Board proffered 

arbitration in accordance with Section Six# Number '.One, of 

the Hallway labor Act. Th# company accepted this offer of 

arbitration, but the FEIA, feeling that they had nothing to 

gain and everything to lose# refused the offer. On August 16, 

1961, in view of the FEIA's refusal of arbitration, the 

National Mediation Board announced that it waa terminating 

^national Mediation Board. §m& M* (Washington, 
19̂ 2), p. 5* 
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Its services. The company and the FEIA resumed direct 

negotiations, tout no final agreement hewing been reached» 

the PEIA notified the ooapany on March 18» 1962* of Its 

Intention to strike on Maroh 21*^° 

In view of this strike threat and the great incon-

venience It would create for the traveling public, the 

President of the United States, on March 20, %96z, once again 

found it necessary to create an emergency hoard to investigate 

a dispute between a major airline and certain of Ite 

employe®a. On that date, President Kennedy issued Executive 

Order Mo. 11011, creating Emergency Board No. 1^6, to 

Investigate the dispute between Trans World Airlines and Its 

flight engineers. 

This Board was composed of James C. Hill of Pelham, Mew 

York, Chairmani Thomas C. Begley of Cleveland, Ohloi and 

Arthur W. Sempliner of Detroit, Michigan. The Board held 

ten hearings In Hew York City between April 3 and April 10, 

1962, and on May 1, 1962, published its conclusions. Among 

the many Issues presented in the hearing, worew complement" 

was one of the most important. 

The Board opened Its report as follows! 

A central problem In this and other disputes In 
the airline Induetry, affecting the Plight Engineers* 
International Association, the Air Line Pilots1 

Association, and several domestic and International 
carriers, Is the so-called "crew Issue. 

30 Ibid.. p. 6. 
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Actually, several related Issues hair© been involved, 
including* (1) the number of persons to to® assigned 
to tii© flight deck of turbine-powered aircraftj (2) 
the qualification® and functions of persons assigned to 
the flight engineer's stations (3) the representation 
of the flight engineer® audi (4) the job security of 
persons employed as flight engineers and as second 
officers In the present four-man crews.31 

Th® first Issue had been settled by the Petnslnger 

Commission's decision that a three-man crew on turbine-

powered aircraft was sufficient. Th© major airlines. 

Including Trans World, along with ALPA and fEIA, all con-

curred with this decision. The report continued, 

In their simplest terms, th® issues ares; Who shall be 
displaced and what shall be th® qualifications of the 
remaining third m$m? Th© issues involve deep conflicts 
affecting the job security of pilots, and flight 
engineers, and the representation right® of their 
respective organizations.32 

A® mentioned above# the Peinslnger Coamlsslon had 

issued Its report covering the "crew complement" problems 

in October of the previous year. The 1111 Board supported 

the recommendations of the Peinslnger Commission, and urged 

the parties involved to proceed forthwith to their 

implementation. ttThe Board recommended that the Company and 

the Associations accept the recommendations of the Feinsinger 

Commission and that they make every effort to implement these 

recommendation® through negotiations with each other and 

with the Air Line Pilots* Association."33 

31Ibld.. p. 7. 

32Ibld. 33Ibld.. p. 11. 
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Trans World accepted the Hill Commission*a recom-

mendations concerning the Feinsinger Commission's report 

almost isosedlately. The FEIA declared that it would accept 

the recommendations provided the pilots' union accepted 

them, stating that it "believed that the critical issue of 

the jet "crew and representation was an industry-

wide issue and could be settled only on industry-wide basis.^ 

The ALPA chapter at TWA refused to accept the report under 

the conditions laid down by the FEIA. feeling that each 

individual chapter should solve the problem for itself. 

Negotiations continued between the company and the 

MIA until June 20» 1962, at which time the flight engineers 

were preparing to go out on strike. It was at this point 

that the then Secretary of Labor, Arthur J. Goldberg, with 

the assistance of the Undersecretary of labor, W» Millard 

Wirtz, and Professor Hathan P. Feinsinger, cam® up with the 

"Goldberg formula." This was very similar to the recom-

mendations of the Feinsinger Commission. It differed in 

that it guaranteed the flight engineers that no National 

Mediation Board "class or craft" election would be under-

taken to decide the representative rights of the flight 

engineers. 

The solution offered by Secretary of Labor Goldberg 

was in four parts* First, as mentioned above, the Labor 

P. 9. 
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Department and the National Mediation Board guaranteed the 

representative rights of FEIA against "class and craft" 

elections, such as the one that resulted In FSXA's losing 

ite representation rights to ALPA on United Air tines. 

Second, it provided pilot training for flight engineers* a 

major Feinslnger recommendation, "but with the oondltion that 

members who failed to obtain th® required commercial and 

instrument ratings would be given severance pay comparable 

to the sums that were approved by the airline for its 

navigators. Third, it provided that Trans World would agree 

to halt it# training of pilot® a® flight engineers, and that 

the furloughed FEIA members would have first priority to th# 

flight engineer's position. Fourth, it established a Joint 

committee of flight engineers, pilots, and an impartial 

member to study the possibilities of merging ALPA and 

FEIA.35 

In accepting the "Goldberg formula," the flight 

engineers agreed to drop their demand that all newly hired 

flight engineer# possess an "aircraft and powerplant" 

oertlfloate as a condition of employment. It was quite 

obvious that few men with pilot experience would have the 

time to gain the necessary experience to be eligible to 

receive an "aircraft and powerplant" certificate. By dropping 

2%obert H. Cook, "Goldberg Plan Seen as Victory for 
FEIAj Some Members Balk," Aviation Meek and Snoaee Technology, 
LXXI {June 25, 1962), 25. 
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this requirement for newly hired flight engineers, the FEIA 

opened the door for the employment of pilot-trained 

engineers, as well as mechanic-trained engineers. 

The "Goldberg formula" answered many of the major FEIA 

objections to the recommendations of the Felnsinger 

Commission, especially promising that there would be no 

"class or ©raft** election as was held on United Air Line®. 

On June 21, 1962, a memorandum of agreement was signed 

toy Trans World Airlines and its flight engineers. This 

memorandum was later to "be incorporated in a oontraot 

agreement signed November 21, 1962, which stated in parts 

Trans World Airlines and Flight Engineers1 

International Association, TWA Chapter, agree that the 
"crew 03EMEi2̂rasEMtS'' issues are resolved a® followss 
1, All Flight Engineers on the Flight Engineers 

Seniority List of 1/1/62 and all furloughed Flight 
Engineers on the Flight Engineers Furlough List 
of V19/61 who possess recall rights and who 
exercise their recall rights will be recognized as 
having full priority rights to the Flight Engineer 
position on all aircraft operated by the Company 
including three-man Jet crews, on the following 
basis a 
(a) These Plight Engineer positions shall be bid 

for by such Flight Engineers on a seniority 
basis. 

(b) The Flight Engineers shall be given training 
for the Flight Engineer position on three-
man Jet crews at Company expense and on Company 
time. 

(c) They shall be placed in the three-man Jet 
crew Flight Engineer position when they have 
satisfied the qualifications provided for in 
the Feinsinger Commission Beport plus two 
hours of flight training on Jet aircraft, to 
include instructions in three landings of the 
aircraft. 

(d) Flight Engineers who already have some pilot 
qualifications may be advanced to the three-man 
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©raw training and to Flight Engineer positions 
as provided In attached Memorandum B. 

(e) No other persona shall be placed In Plight 
Engineer positions until all presently 
employed Plight Engineers and those on 
furlough who exercise their recall rights have 
been given full opportunity to take the 
training referred to herein (In Paragraph I 
(c)) and to bid on the Flight Engineer positions 
as they are qualified# 

(f) The Flight Engineers listed in Memoranda A 
and A1 (FEIA seniority list) shall be 
recognized as entitled at all future times and 
until retirement or discharge for oauae to 
priority rights to all Flight Engineer 
positions required by the Company's operations. 

11. Any Flight Engineer who chooses not to ta&e the 
instruotlon provided for in Paragraph 1(c) or who 
undertakes but is unable to obtain a Commercial 
Certificate and Instrument Bating shall be entitled 
to severanoe pay (to be negotiated or resolved as 
an economic issue as hereinafter provided), at 
such time as his seniority does not entitle him to 
retain any Flight Engineer position.3® 

In reference to future hiring® for the flight engineer 

position, the Agreement of November 21, 19&2, stated a® 

followsi 

12. At such time as there Is a need for additional 
flight engineers ever and above $he number of 
active flight engineers and recalled furloughed 
flight engineers, such need shall be filled by 
pilots in the Company's employ or new hires who 
need not possess an Aircraft and Powerplant (A&P) 
certificate.37 

This follows the recommendation® of the "Goldberg formula," 

and in effect it marlcs the "beginning of the end" for the 

36Labor Agreement between Ipng. World J^r.Unea, Jo&* • 
and FBIA (Mew torfc, 1962). PP. 93-9**. 

37Ibid.. p. 104. 
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FSIA-TWA Chapter. All new . hirings for the flight engineer^ 

position would be pilots and thus members of ALFA. 

The Kheel Commission and Eastern Airlines 

The month of June, 1962, wm a very eventful period In 

the dispute between the FEIA and several of the major air-

lines. The threat of the TWA Chapter of the flight engineers 

to go out on strike has been discussed above* Th® June 22 

strike of th® flight engineers on Pan American has also been 

recounted previously. Both the TWA and PAA Chapters of the 

FEIA reached agreement with their respective companies in 

the latter part of 1962. These agreements resulted from 

their willingness to make some concessions, and so today 

they still occupy the third seat on the Jet aircraft of 

their companies. The fate of the flight engineers on Eastern 

Airlines was to be different. The adamant refusal of the 

Eastern Chapter of EEIA to make any concessions resulted in 

over 500 engineers losing their Jobs, leaving ALPA the only 

union In the cockpit on Eastern Airlines. 

Negotiations first began between the airline and the 

engineers in early i960. After all attempts to reaoh a 

collective bargaining agreement had failed, the National 

Mediation Board, beginning July 8, I960, attempted to 

mediate the differences between the parties. The mediation 

continued until September 5* 1961, when the Board notified 

the partlei that it was terminating Ite services under the 
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provisions of the Bailway Labor A c t . T h e company and the 

engineers continued discussions Into 1962. However, on 

February 21, 1962* FELH notified Eastern that its flight 

-engineers would strife® on or after seventy-two hows from 

the date of th® rtoelpt toy the company of that notloe. 

Throughout the negotiations, tha company had several 

times notified the FEXA that It intended, that the Pelnsinger 

recommendations be implemented upon the signing of any 

agreement.-^ Th# Eastern Chapter of the flight engineers 

outwardly agreed to accept the recommendations of the 

Feinsinger Commission, but it was very hesitant in moving 

forward with the implementation of these recommendations. 

FBJA feared that any action taken to implement the recom-

mendation® would prejudice Its representative status, This 

fear was Justified, but the outcome was Inevitable• The 

Feinsinger Commission, as wall as the proposal# accepted by 

both Trans World and Pan American flight engineers, all 

recommended and even Insisted on a merger of the two unions 

Involved In the dispute. If this course were to be followed, 

the FEJA, being the smaller of the two unions, would be 

absorbed into ALPA and would lose its representative status# 

, Sassd-. Saat la. AsfeSiS, (Washington, 
1962), p. 3-

39Ibid., p. 5* 
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On the day following the flight engineers' announcement 

of Intent to strike, President John P. Kennedy Issued, 

Executive Order No* 11006, creating Emergency Board No. lW>» 

and charged It with the implementation of the FaInslager 

Commission's recommendation concerning wage adjustments, 

changes In hours of service, revisions In discipline and 

grievance procedures provisions, and a group of miscellaneous 

issues. This thesia Is concerned only with that part of the 

Board*s report concerning the implementation of the 

Pelnslnger Commission's recommendations as they refer to the 

"crew acmg-nemfija-t?" problem. The President appointed the 

following as members of this Emergency Boardf Theodore W, 

Kheel of lew Xorfe, Chairman; Paul N. Guthrie of Chapel Hill, 

Horth Carolina! and Bryan P. Abernethy of Lubbock, Texas. 

Hearing® were held on various dates between March 2$ and 

April 13, 1S>62, in Miami Springs, Florida, and New Xorlc City. 

On May 1, 1^62, at Washington, D, C., the Board offered Its 

recommendations. It recommended the implementation of the 
LQ 

report of the Feinsinger Commission. The recommendations 

of the Emergency Board proved not acceptable to the flight 

engineers on Eastern, mainly because the recommendations 

Included the elimination of the aircraft and powerplant 

license. It was for the same reason that the Eastern 

engineers rejected the terms of the "Goldberg formula.'* 

40Ibld., p. 9. 
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While the engineers ok Trans World and Pan American airlines 

were willing to accept the dropping of the aircraft and power-

plant license as a requirement for future hired engineers* 

the Eastern engineers felt that this lleense was an integral 

part of the flight engineer's qualification, and that "by 

dropping this qualification the company would' toe able to hire 

pilot-qualified engineers and thus weaken the FEIA*s position 
J&1 

in the oookpit while strengthening that of the pilots' union* 

The leadership of the Eastern Chapter of PSIA believed 

strongly that taking away the aircraft and powerplant license 

as a requirement for the position of flight engineer would 

result in destroying the flight engineer a© a separate 

"©lass or craft.w They were also sertaln that if they 

accepted the terms of the Felneinger Commission or the 

"Goldberg formula" they would be completely destroying the 
|j,o 

concept of the flight engineer. This strong determination 

on the part of the Eastern engineers* leadership and the 

willingness of the membership to follow their leaders proved 

to be their undoing. The stubbornness and unwillingness of 

the Eastern leadership resulted in the loss of jobs for over 

500 engineers. It must have been obvious to the Eastern 

leadership, as it was to the engineers on Trans World and 
^Kramer, p. 9* 

^Interview with Pete Petree* member of FSIA-AAL 
Chapter*0 Negotiating Committee# Dallas, Texas* Movember 26, 
1965* 
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Pan Americanf that if they war® to keep their position In the 

cockpit, then they must be willing to concede to many of the 

recommendations ©f the various commissions and. formulas 

established to solve the "crew complement" problem. 

On June 23, 19&2,in spite of warnings from the Resident 

of the United State®, the FEIA struck against Eastern Air-

lines. The President*® warning, issued several days prior 

to the strike, states: 

A strike could have, as I have said, a significant 
impact on our economy at this time. I strongly urge 
the flight engineer# to meet their public responsibility} 
to reconsider their motion and to either submit this 
ease to arbitration, or agree with the carriers on some 
other means of settling this dispute without an 
interruption of operation. 

One month after the engineers went out on strike, on 

July 30, 1962, following continuous efforts on the part of 

Secretary of labor Goldberg, the Eastern engineers agreed to 

accept the provisions of the "Goldberg formula." They 

agreed to end the strike and to discuss the requirements of 

an aircraft and powerplant license at a later date. The 

Eastern flight engineers now realized that they were losing 

the strike and agreed to accept the "Goldberg formula*1 M a 

means of saving their jobs. However, lastern management, 

which had originally accepted this solution, now rejected it, 

stating that the engineers were losing the strike and were 

only willing: to accept the "Goldberg formula" In an attempt 

*%ew Xork Times. June 15, 19^2, p. 8. 
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lik 
to store off defeat. It appears that the management on 

Eastern now saw an opportunity to obtain peace In the 

cockpit and to eaee some of their labor problems by having 

to negotiate with only one oookplt union. The fact that It 

would result In th* loss of jobs for over $QQ employees 

apparently concerned them little# 

Fart of th® "Goldberg formula" Included a provision that 

pay Issues were to be submitted to arbitration. Eastern 

.management stated that Mthe company did not feel arbitration 

of pay Issues, including retroactive pay# was reasonable In 

view of the Illegal strike by the flight engineers In 

February, 19&1. and the present strike."2*̂  

The Eastern engineers were out on strike for thirty-

three days when they agreed to the "Goldberg formula.1* 

During this time, all of Eastern*® flights were cancelled, 

and the company was losing a considerable amount of money. 

In rejecting the "Goldberg formula" In late July one of 

Eastern*a top officials stated that the flight engineers' 
h£ 

acceptance of the proposal came s?|6,000,000 late."' 

In late July* l$6z» Eastern resumed token operations 

with a flight between Hew York and Miami, In early August, 

1962, the company began training oo-pilots as flight 
Jim 111 ..n-iinm iuii ijiiiii-nmi r,~infinn; firrrr.r.-rr • HI rr;• ipt i : . imir iTnO: ^r-jurnTiiMTiitn-irn-r^inrrnpf-nrcjirr.-;" r r utr nm mr "on rr rr *fr-rf'-rr~r - — ' r " rr—•"-"-f* * 

hM, 
Kramer, p. 10. 

^%ew York Times, July 24, 1962, p. 24. 

^Kramer, p. 12. 
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engineer®, and. on September 13, 1962, Eastern resumed full 

operations. In this fight, Eastern Airlines and ALPA won, 

and the FSIA not only lost, but It had orer 500 members out 

of work, ehlefly because of the stubbornness of the engineers' 

leadership and their unwillingness to compromise. 

While the situation looks hopeless for the Eastern 

flight engiNMVBT BOM.® are still attempting to gain back 

their jobs through the oourt®. On July 1?, 1965. six former 

engineers filed a suit In the Federal Court in Miaul, 

Florida, against Eastern Airlines and ALPA. Th© six 

engineers filed their suit as a "©lass action,* bringing 

the suit in behalf of themselves as well as all th# other 

flight engineers that were employed by Eastern on June 22, 

1962, the day before the strike. In the suit the engineers 

argued that they were due 17,300,000 dollars In compensatory 

damages, 10,000,000 dollars In punitive damages, and 1,700,000 

dollars for attorney fee®, plus oourt eosts. They asked the 

oourt to bring the judgment of, 29.090,100 dollars against 

ALPA. They ale© requested that Eastern be ordered to offer 

full reinstatement to the engineers and pay oourt easts, 

and asked the oourt to issue an injunotlon restraining both 

defendants "from engaging In any further aots of hostile 

discrimination against the engineers. 

The Wall Street Journal. July 24, 1962, p. 
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As a basis for their suit, the flight engineers charged 

that Eastern and ALPA Joined together to oust the engineers 

from their jobs. They charged th&t between 1959 and 1962 

The Pilots' Association and Eastern further 
formulated, prearranged, planned, agreed upon a 
conspiracy and scheme, and agreed to Implement this 
said conspiracy and scheme, to oust plaintiffs, from 
their Jobs and careers as professional flight engineers* 
and to replace them with unemployed members of the 
Pilots' Association, In order to insure Its members 
present and future employment. ® 

Eastern management believes that the engineers have 

little chance of winning the suit. A spokesman for the 

company stated that in Reference to the court action 

It appears to contain substantially the same 
allegations that have been rejeoted repeatedly by 
courts and administrative agencies during the past 
three year®. In the most recent of these decisions, 
on July 1965# Judge Dudly D. Bonsai of the Federal 
Court In Mew York City dismissed a similar complaint 
by the flight engineers' union.^ 

Three years after the flight engineers on Eastern Air-

lines lost their jobs, they continue to use every means 

available to them through the courts and the Federal 

Government In an attempt to regain those Jobs. However, 

their chances of ever again ocoupylng the third seat on 

Eastern's aircraft appear very slim. 

In this part of the paper the dispute between four major 

airlines, ALPA, and FEIA has been considered. On two of the 

airlines, FEIA has been defeated in its attempt to have Its 

w i m - t ? m i . 



members occupy the third seat on jet aircraft. On United 

Air Lines the engineers1 union lost through a.x-epresentat ton 

election, while on Eastern airlines the engineers lost their 

jobs as the result of an unsuccessful strike* On the other 

two airlines. Trans World and Pan American, the FEXA 

members ar® still working in the cockpits. At the present, 

the future seems to hold only two courses for the engineers' 

unionj one is to merge with ALPA, in which ease FEIA, being 

the smaller of the two unions, would be absorbed into the 

pilots' association. The other choice is representation 

election, in which case not only would FEIA be defeated, 

being the union with the lesser members, but its members 

might soon to© out of work. In either case, the future of 

PEIA appears to be wry limited. However* the important 

aspect of the whole problem is not the unions involved but 

the membership. If the engineers' union is dissolved ..but ' the 

engineers retain their jobs, then very little is lost. If, 

on the other hand, the engineers ar® out of work but the 

union still exists, even if only in name, then nothing is 

gained, but rather all Is lost. It is the Individuals and 

not the unions which are the important issue in this problem. 

This is something that has frequently b@«n overlooked by all 

the parties involved in the "crew oexm-plemsirê 1 problem. 



CHAPTEB III 

AMEBICAH AIHLXHES AND THE "CHEW PBOBLEM 

la all the efforts to resolve the Mcrew isampl.ement*' 

problem plaguing the nation's airlines, the merger of the 

pilot®' and the engineers' unions was th® paramount solution 

offered. The "crew ©jsmplemeiat'0 problem* and th® several 

plans offered to solve this dilemma, first came to th© 

attention of the public in early l<?6l, with the "wildcat" 

strife® called by the EEIA against seven of the nation*s air-

lines. However, an attempt to solve this problem and merge 

the pilots and the flight engineers on American Airlines 

was first begun in June of i960. 

On June 17# I960, Clarence M. Sayen, the President of 

ALPA# sent a draft of a Merger Agreement to the Master 

Executive Committees of both ALFA and FEIA Chapters of 

American Airlines employees. This draft began with the 

statement! 

The Pilots and Engineers desire to merge their two 
representing organizations in a Just and equitable 
manner for future representation for all purposes under 
the Hallway labor Act or any other applicable or 
succeeding legislation governing employees in the air-
line industry, and 

All parties desire to set forth in a binding and 
enforceable agreement all understandings necessary to 
achieve such merger and to govern certain specific 
relationships among them in the future.* 

'jtiM.jir. : ir i : .r_:: : i L , ; r ' O F . a . . . "1 „ . j r . . a r j i . r ur.r.: . . . ! .-. . . - J I - . . ' . .T, : ..li ,rr r n v r ,L. i.,:i r v . x . , . r r r T , r n r j r . - r JM .N: ,1, , , n , r r - rn...ru.PLi 

better written by Clarence N. Sayen. President of ALPA, 
June 1?, I960, p. 1. 
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la this proposed agreement the members of PEIA were 

provisionally guaranteed the right to the Plight Engineer's 

position on all company aircraft. 

Individuals designated as Flight Engineers shall 
be guaranteed the following rights under the terms of 
any future Pilot#' Agreement negotiated with the 
Companyi 

(a) Shall be continued in the employ of the 
Company as Plight Engineers as long as the Company 
utilizes individuals required to possess a Flight 
Engineer® certificate (or Its superseding equivalent) , 
pursuant to the requirements of any federal regulation/ 
pilots1 agreement* or polioy of the company*** 

The proposed agreement also included a provision that 

the engineers should be allowed th® opportunity to receive 

pilot training. 

Flight Engineers not currently qualified as pilot® 
or pilots not ©urgently qualified as Flight Engineers 
shall be afforded an opportunity to so qualify by the 
Company. However, no individual will be required to 
exercise his option to take such training or be denied 
a bid for which he otherwise qualifies because of lack 
of such training. The foregoing does not foreclose the 
parties from establishing training programs designed to 
enhance the knowledge or skill of Individuals In either 
piloting or flight engineering. 

. The Federal Aviation Administration (FM) has made some 
changes in the regulations requiring flight engineers on air-
oraft with a maximum take-off weight of 30,000 pounds or 
more. In early 1965, a new regulation was introduced permit-
ting the airline eompanles to operate the DC-9 and the BAG-
111, both twin-engine 3et aircraft and both exceeding the 
80,000 pounds take-off limit, with only a pilot and a co-
pilot. The need for a flight engineer on these aircraft has 
been eliminated because of the simpler controls and electrical 
systems* 

^Letter written by Clarence N. Sayen, President of ALFA, 
June 17, i960, p. 2. 

**Ibld.. p. 3. 
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This agreement also provided for th© termination of 

the Amorloan Chapter of FEIA. 

Within days after the execution of this 
Agreement or'the signing of a new implementing Pilot's 
Agreement with American Airlines, whichever shall last 
occur. the AAL Chapter, FEIA shall "be dissolved and all 
appropriate government agencies advised*® 

Several discussions were held between the leadership of 

the AAL Chapters of both unions, but they failed to reach 

any agreement because the flight engineer® doubted the 

©incerity of the pilots union. While ALBA and the American 

pilots were discussing the possibilities of a'merger 

agreement with the American engineers, the pilots on United 

Air Lines were petitioning the National Mediation Board to 

investigate and to determine if the United flight engineers 

were members of the same "class and craft" as the pilots.^ 

As seen earlier in this paper, the National Mediation Board 

ruled affirmatively. In the representative election that 

followed, ALJ>A defeated FEIA by a large majority. 

While no decision was reached on the draft of the merger 

agreement' offered by Clarence M. Sayen, the Idea of a merger 

between the two unions on American was not completely dropped. 

%M4.. p. 5* 

„ , S I U & IS* STTI&M, (Washington, 
19ol)» p. 
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American's Pilots1 Desire for a Reduction 
In Plight Hours 

While discussing any agreement between the American 

pilots and the company, It must be remembered that the 

pilots were primarily Interested in advancing their proposals 

for a drastic reduotlon in th® maximum monthly flight time 

limitation.7 Seduction in hours had been a ®&$or objeotlve 

of th® American pilots slnoe 1951* This Issue had been th® 

underlying cause of two pilot strikes on American, on® in 

1955 and the other in late 1958 and early 1959*® . This 

determination on th© part of the American pilots to achieve 

a reduction in flight time was against the overall policy 

of AlfPA and later was to become one of the several causes 

resulting in the breaking away of th® American pilots from 

the national organisation. 

In 1956# the AUPA's Turbo-prop and Jet Study Committee 

emphasized the union's policy against reduced flying time. 

We do not believe that flying hours should be 
reduced at the pilots1 expense or to restrict hi® 
earnings . . . . 

At this time we do not believe that'It will be 
physically Impossible to operate faster alroraft the 
number of hours presently flown if given the proper 
equipment with which to do,the job and adequate minimum 
guaranteed wording conditions . . . . 

In conneotlon with the wage problem, a straight 
reduction in flying hours on the faster airplanes will 
restrict the earnlngi of the pilot® involved and th® 

7 S M ffliftfrlP tea* August 31, 1964. p. 2. 
8Ibld. 
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application of the wage formulas .Which have already 
been negotiated. Suoh a reetriotion will not necessarily 
improve wor&ing condition®, alleviate technological 
unemployment, or accomplish the hoped for results.? 

A few years later, when the American pilot® and ALPA were 

on th® verg® of splitting, Toa Latta, an American pilot and 

a member of the ALPA's furbo~prop and Jet Study Committee 

of 1956* emphasized the feelings of ALPA In relation to th© 

reduction in flight hours being pursued by th® American 

pilots# Tom Latta stated that th® r®duotion in flight time 

has developed into a "fixation*1 that is th® fooal point of 

th® ourrent controversy. "Beoent events show more clearly 

than words or plot-urea that th® American negotiation committee 

is willing to a® 11 ®v®ry othor pilot in ALPA down th® rivor 
10 

to aohieve this reduction.# 

Continued llecussion on a Merger between th® 

Pilots and Engineers 

Merger discussions between the American representatives 

of ALPA and FBXA oontlnued for several years -and on August 3, 

1962, bor® fruit In th® form of a meeting held at Fort Worth, 

feme. Present at this meeting were representatives of the 
11 

AAL Chapters of ALPA and PEIA and th® company* * 

9§2£2E£ s M «B& £s£ 
Study Committee. ALPA (Chicago, 1956),Section I,p. 25. 

1Q 
A James R* Ashloefe, "Engineer Meeting Delays American 

Pact," Mlmikm Mlftl a M §sm& U E m i l (March 
1963)# 35* 

^Letter written by Asher Schwartz, Legal Counsellor 
for PEIA, August 6, 1962, p. 1. 
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At this meeting the American pilots were still insisting 

on a substantia! reduction In hours, which the company 

opposed, In an effort to resolve this question, the pilots 

suggested that the hour Issue and the "crew ©©ajjl&ae&t'1* 

Issue be resolved at one and the same time» and In one 

package. 

Inasmuch as the coat of a reduction in hours for the 

pilots would to® substantial for the company» the pilots 

suggested that pilot training for the flight engineers be 

reduced or even eliminated. This idea was against the policy 

of ALPA* but the American pllots^felt that this question 

could be resolved by giving the flight engineers oo-pllot 

training which would be sufficient to perform oo-pllot 

emergency procedures. The oost of furnishing this kind of 

pilot training would be nominal. In return* the company 

would be asked to establish a maximum eerenty-five-hour 

month for jet pilots and a maximum eighty-how month for 

piston pilots, without any loss In take-home pay. The flight 

engineers would be guaranteed priority in the third crew 
1 9 

member® position. "This entire proposition would also 

involve a merger of the American flight engineers' organisation 

into ALPA and under ALFA by-laws.tt 

Discussions continued along these lines* and on 

December 3, 1963. a Memorandum of Agreement was accepted and 

12Ibld.. p. 2. 13Ibld.t p. 3. 
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initialed by all three parties Involved. This "crew 

complement." • document contained 

1* A reduction from a four-man to a three-man crew on jets* 

2* A merger "between the AAL Chapters of the FEIA and the 

pilots* union <AX*PA); 

3. A guarantee that the flight engineers currently employed 

by the Company would have priority on the flight engineer's 

position, and provided for pilot training*'which in the 

Judgment of all three parties m a preferable to the training 

compromises on other airline®1 and 
1 i& 

A single agreement to ©over ©11 crew members. 

American Pilots Split with ALPA 

With this Memorandum of Agreement as a basis, all three 

parties, the pilots, the flight engineers, and the company, 

bargained continuously until March i, 1963, when ALFA 

challenged the authority of the American pilots* negotiation 

committee, and brought the company and ite pilots Into court.^ 

Prior to this time, ALFA had threaten®̂ 5. to refuse ratifi-

cation of the contract proposed by the American pilots, 

maintaining that this contract did not meet the requirements 

of AJuPA's "fall-safe" standards.16 

1 Jk M—•-—*— Agreement Initialed by American Airlines, 
ALPA, and mXAlIew Xork, 1963). 

*^Thc Flagahio News. August 31, 19$*-, p. 2. 

^James a. Ashlook, "ALFA Kay Bejeot Pact with American,n 

asd Spaqe Technology;, UM1II (February 25. 
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III an attempt to answer the objections of ALP A, 

MlQhQl&a J* 0*Conn®ll, Jr., Chairman of the ML Chapter of 

ALPA, wrote a, letter on February 13, 1963, to the ALPA 

Board of Directors, explaining hour the criterion for a three-

man "fall-safe" crew had been met in the proposed contract 

on American Airlines. 

This was done toy a three-way agreement between 
American Airlines, the pilots and the flight engineers, 
This Agreement does not contemplate the flight engineers 
acquiring a commercial and instrument rating prior to 
the operation of a three-man orew. Most other settle-
ments require the flight engineer, In order to qualify 
for the third seat in a three-man Jet orew to obtain a 
commercial and Instrument rating, usually on company 
time at company expense. The company, the AA pilots and 
AA flight engineers feet. that 180 hours of flight time 
on a single engine light aircraft will not make a wfall-
safe" third erew member out of a mechanic-oriented 
flight engineer} particularly if he la specifically 
forbidden to fly the airline*e "Jet" aircraft In 
scheduled operation# 

We do feel th&t if our flight engineers acquire 
training In airline communication, Jet navigation., air 
traffic control procedures, map reading. Jet flight 
planning and pilot seat training in the Jet aircraft or 
Jet simulator on normal and emergency procedures* and 
most important, is kept qualified by a program of 
recurrent training, that he will be better qualified to 
help the remaining pilot in the event one pilot becomes 
Incapacitated and will contribute more to a «fail-
safe" orew than the flight engineer who acquire# a 
commercial and instrument rating In a light aircraft and 
is not allowed to touch the controls of a Jet alroraft 
in,scheduled operation,!/ 

These views of the American pilots was shared by John 

Carroll» a TWA pilot and one-time ALPA Vice-President, He 

stated1 

^Letter written by Nicholas J. G*Connell, President 
of AAL Chapter of ALPA, February 13, 1963. 
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The TWA-ALPA and TWA-Flight Engineer Agreement 
mate®® a total faro© of the ALPA M crew compliment" 
poll®j. The agreement forbids the third ©rems to 
fly th® aircraft* A new riddle has arisen, the question 
being# "when 1# & pilot not a pilot?*1 The anawer la 
"when he'a the third man In on ALPA qualified •fail-safe1 
crew.n18 

On March 8, 19̂ 3» ALPA requested a preliminary Injunction 

against American Airlines,^ to enjoin negotiations between 

th® company management and Its cockpit crews. On March 12# 

1963* FEIA applied for intervention in the court action#2*' 

As a result of ALPA's stand, the American flight 

engineers were becoming uneasy about their agreement to shift 

to ALPA membership. They wilted assurance of some union 

representation btfore giving up their PEIA position* The 

anxiety aaoag the engineers and the continued opposition 

from ALPA resulted In a delay In American and its flight 
22 

crews signing the proposed contract. 

On March 19* 1963. American filed a memorandum with the 

court# opposing the preliminary injunction requested by 

ALPA and MIA. This memorandum explained the company's 

position, stating? 

^Ashlook# "ALPA May Beject Pact with American," p. kZ, 

19isStoS&* No* *2, March 20, 1963, p. 2. 
2G0n August 12# 19^3, X. B. Wyatt, Judge, of th# United 

States District Court in New York City, denied the ALPA petition 
for .:an injunction against American Airline a and it® pilots. 

21Jetllnes. No. 12, March 20, 1963# p. 2. 
O O 
Ashlock# "Engineers Meeting Delays American Pact" p. 35, 
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Only after agreement was reached on "fall-safe" 
training did ALPA advise American that it tour contrary 
to ALPA policy# This was because of the pressure from 
pilots on other airlines, However, the M L Maater 
Executive Committee, elected by American Pilots, 
passed a resolution on January 9, 1963. instructing 
the negotiating committee to go ahead and conclude a 
oontraot, and the negotiating committee has "no 
alternative" but to do so. fhls resolution providess 
" . . . that the AAL Master Executive Committee, 
speaking for th# entire M L pilot group* goes on record 
as authorizing the M L negotiating committee to oonolude 
a oontraot and further to advise American management 
that the American pilots are agreeable to implementation 
of aald oontraot with or without th® forma! approval 
of the ALPA.23 

While the mjunotion hearings were being held before 

I, 3?» Wyatt, Judge of the United States Distrlot Court In 

Hew York City, the American Pilot© formed their & m union, 

the Allied Pilots* Association (APA)i they filed for 

National Mediation Board recognition as the bargaining agent 
oh 

for the pilots employed by Amerloan Airlines. 

On April 24, 1963. ALFA announced that a three-man 

hearing board, established to consider the controversy with 

the American pilots had voted to expel the members of the 

Amarloan pilots' Haster Sxeoutlve Committee of ALPA, effective 

April 26, 1963. Th& member® expelled were Nicholas J. 

O'Connell, Jr., Paul G. Atkins,.Joseph P. Garvey, Bobert T. 

Guba, and J. Blohard Lyons, all American Airlines captains•^ 

23Jetllnea. No. 12, torch 20, 19<S3» P* 2. 

2^Jbm@s B. Ashlook, "American Pilots Union Seek Beoognitlon,1' 
Aviation Meek Space Technology, LXXVXII (April 29* i9©3) 
39. 

2%ew Xork Times. May 8, 1963» p» 78. 
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la late April, 19&3* ALPA had requested that th# 

National Mediation Board defer the representation election 

of the American pilots, tout on May 24, 1963, the Board 

denied this request. Hioholas J. O'Connell, the President 

of APA announced that the union had authorization cards 

from l^OO2^ of the approximately 1550 American pilots 

eligible to rot# on union representation, On August 2#, 

1963, the insurgent pilot group on American submitted 1,267 

authorization cards to the National Mediation Board, 

supporting the formation of the new union. This represented 

approximately 80?per :eeht of the pilot group.2^ When the 

final rotes were counted, APA was elected as the representative 
OR 

of the American pilots by a vote of 1280 to 99. 

Throughout this whole period ALPA was publishing Special 

American Issues of Its weekly ALPA News Bulletin, in an 

attempt to give the American pilots Its side of the story. 

These special bulletins attempted to answer the several major 

objections the Aaerioan pilots had to ALPA polioy. 

The American pilots wanted a reduction in maximum flight 

time hours, and felt that ALFA policy was against this. In 

almost every issue of these special bulletins Charles H. Buby, 

2^Thls figure later proved to be somewhat exaggerated. 
The final vote by the American pilots for APA was several 
hundred less than promised. 

2?Nm York Tla.es, April 26, 1963. p. 70. 

z B M m York Times. May 28, 1963. P. 
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President of ALFA, referred to this particular objection of 

the American pilots. In the bulletin dated Hay 2b, 1963, he 

stateds 

I set the record straight that w® haw never proposed 
the abandonment of the reduction hours ooncept toy the 
American pilots. The Association policy fully comprehends 
a reduction to flight hours ass a proper bargaining Item, 
If the pilots s© desire* * 

In the June 2b, 1963, iaeue of the Speolal American 

Issue of the ALFA News Bulletin, the President of ALFA 

assured the American pilots that 

The facts are that ALPA policy ©alls for a reduction 
in hours and that this policy has resulted in a reduction 
of hours on other airlines# Specifically in relation 
to ML, proposals of which the AAL pilot® were never 
informed by their Negotiating Coauaittee were made by the 
Association which would accomplish the same end as 
contained In the proposed AAL contract while accommodating 
the crew compliment question. Moreover, company 
representatives informed President Ruby that the alternate 
Association proposals could be implemented faster and 
easier. It can be categorically stated that ALPA has 
never proposed the abandonment of the reduction in hours 
concept for the AAL pilots.3v 

These Special American Issues of the ALPA Hews Bulletins 

continued to reaffirm that ALPA was not against the American 

pilots nor m s the union trying to force them out of the 

association* In the June 2b$ 1963» Speolal American Issue, 

Charles H. Buby stated? 

29MM M§m SttMIM-gRtStitl Issue, Hay 2b, 
19©3* p* 1* 

3QIbld.. June 2**» 1963, p. 1. 
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The facts are that hundreds of M L pilot® remain 
members in good standing and ALPA is not involved in 
the oourt case against American Airlines or before tha 
National Mediation Board exoept to insure that th© 
Amerloan pilot®4 boat interests are served* A m 
represents these people and, as stated in several 
instances, is in a position to negotiate a working 
agreement for the® which retains,, the boat portion® of 
th® reoently proposed agreement.3* 

While th® reduction in maximum flight hours and th# 

elimination of th® ALPA specified pilot training. Including 

th© acquisition of a ©ommeroi&l and instrument rating* 

for flight engineers, were th® final ©ause of th® split 

between the American pilots and ALPA, th© discontent of the 

American pilots had been a long time in the malting* The 

feeling «aong the American pilots was that the Association 

had become dominated by factions and political influences. 

The American pilots frequently complained that the United 

Pilot#, who had the largest membership on the ALPA Executive 

Committee, controlled the Association. The American pilots 

felt that the pilot® from United Air Line® did not want the 

American flight engineers in ALPA. One American pilot 

complained, "The United pilots have been against us all the 

my. Many of us think they simply don*t want us to bring 

our 600 engineers into ALFA, and out into United'® member-

ship a d v a n t a g e • O n United, the flight engineers were 

31tbld. 

^ 32Avlatlon MmM, §iA Space Technology, L3QWXX2 (March 18, 
1963). w . 
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Members of ALPA, and this, along with the fact that United 

was on© of the nation's largest airlines, gave them a 

membership ad-vantage in ALPA. 

T m Latta, an American pilot, who did not agree with 

the majority of his assoclat-eg on that carrier, stated that 

the American pilots had developed into a aaverlok group in 

ALPA because of the leadership of th© American Chapter of 

ALPA. "The average member on American Is spoon-fed a hat# 

for ALPA until he haa become completely frustrated concerning 

what he can expeot froa the union. 

During this period, American, In an attempt to force 

the flight engineer® to submit to the company's wishes# 

discontinued th© dues check-off en the payroll for th© 

company's six hundred fifty engineers. Th® company hoped 

that it could weaken the engineers* union by forcing it into 

bankruptcy. American halted th© check-off, which amounted 

to between 7,900 dollara and 8,500 dollar# a month# paid to 

PEIA, on th© pretence that th® engineers« contract had 

expired and that th# company was no longer obligated to 

perform this function. FSIA filed an injunction against tht« 

action by th® company. 

Asher Schwartz, general counsel for FEIA, stated that 

th® union Interpreted th© check-off cancellation as a pressure 

tactic by the company in the dispute over the new contract 

^Ashlock, "Engineers Meeting Delay American Pact," p. 35. 
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for the oompanytg 1650 pilots. Schwartz contended in his 

injunction request that under the provisions of the Hallway 

Labor Act th© company Is obligated to continue the terms of 

the old oontraot until a new one ts signed. It had no right 

to delete a single provision euoh as th® dues ohaok-off 

On September 7. 1963. X. B. Wyatt, Judge of the United States 

District Court In New York City, granted an Injunction 

restoring the dum check-off of th© American flight 

engineers.̂ -* 

American and APA Sign Contract 

On July 9. 1963, American Airlines and the Allied 

Pilots* Association signed a two-year oontraot. fhis oon-

traot Included a reduction In monthly flight time from 

eighty-five hours to seventy-five hour© on Jet equipment, 

and from eighty-five hours to eighty hours on propellar air-

craft, with no reduction in pay. The contract also provided 

for a reduction from four to three erew members on American 

jet aircraft, with the reduction in hours guaranteeing job 

security for the excess pilots. In addition, wording condi-

tions were improved and new retirement benefit© introduced.-^ 

1963?3^tl^atl'°n ^ S m a lMtal»2g£» Httmx {lay 13. 

•^Jetllnea. No. 37, September 11, 1963, p. 

3 6 m . n s & masts. Jiiy 10. 1963. p. ?o. 
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An APA spokesman termed, the contract "the best la the 

industry . » . it will take the rest of the industry four 

to five years to catoh up. n^ 

The same day that American and APA signed their first 

contrast, Nicholas J. O'Connell, President of APA, wrote a 

letter to W. B. Whi taere, Vice-President of Personnel for 

American, with respect to the American flight engineers* 

This letter stated in parti 

It is not our intention that the documents signed 
today be interpreted as covering, or in any way 
jeopardizing, the rights of th® American Flight 
Engineers. 

If at any time in th© future the American Air-
lines Plight Engineers Indicate a desire to become 
part ©f the American Pilot group and they have m 
indicated lay th© positive action of a majority of 
their grot© that they wish to join with us and to have 
one union in the ooekpit, the Allied Pilots* Association 
will aooept all Aaerloan Flight Engineers as Pilot 
members, on fair and reasonable terms respecting the 
rights of both the Flight Engineers and the Pilots* 
These terms shall include guaranteeing the priority to 
eaoh Flight Engineer, in accordance with his seniority, 
to th® third seat on all aircraft operated by the 
company with three or more cockpit crew aember»Aftand 
the £lght to non-discriminatory representation.™ 

In spite of the fact that American and APA had signed a 

contract, ALPA continued in its efforts to have the courts 

stop American from negotiating with the new Pilots' Union. 

In late August, 1963, ALPA appealed the decision of 

^Aviation Week and Space Technology. LXXIX (July 15, 
1963), 39. 

3®Letter written by Nicholas J. O'Connell, President of 
APA, to the membership, July 9* 19&3* 
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X. B. Wyatt, Federal Judge, denying an ALFA inclination 

request to prevent American and its pilots from signing a 

labor contractOn September 16, 1963, a three-man United 

States Court of Appeals in Manhattan, Hew York, upheld the 
4® 

decision of I. B. Wyatt, Federal Judge, against ALFA. 

Negotiations Continue with Flight Engineers 

Meanwhile, American continued to negotiate with the 

flight engineers towards a new contract. The principle 

roadblock to a settlement was whether or not the engineers 

should receive company-paid pilot training. The American 

Chapter of FEIA insisted that a commercial and instrument 

rating for the engineers was vital to the thing they wanted 

the most, namely, Job security. With the flight engineers 

on Trans World and Pan American receiving pilot training, 

the Amerioan engineers felt that it was important that they 

receive the same. Asher Schwartz, general counsel for the 

American engineers, stated, "If American offered us the same 

contract as that signed by Trans World and Fan American, we'd 

be satisfied. 

American refused to finance the flight training desired 

by the engineers. The company insisted that its willingness 

•̂ Jetlines, Mo. 35. August 27, 19&3. P* 
1*0 ^Xbld.. No. 38, September 18, 1963. p. 1. 

1$63) Issi S M kXXIX (September 9. 
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to compromise on the pilots1 contract came about primarily 

"because of several major concessions extended by th© pilots, 

and among these major concessions were the willingness to 

phase out the third pilot on jet aircraft, the withdrawal of 

demands for pilot training or qualifications for flight 

engineers, and assurances of job security for the engineers, 

with the hope that the engineers would soon Join the pilots 
42 

union. 

On September 16, 19&3* the Master Executive Committee 

for the 600 members of FEIA's American Chapter set a strike 

date. The strike was called off when American announced It 

had requested intervention by the National Mediation 

Board.^ The National Mediation Board scheduled meetings at 

Washington, D. C., in the latter part of December, 1963, and 

early January, 1964, but these meetings failed to produce 
Lh 

any agreement between the company and the flight engineers. 

Negotiation attempts between the company and the 

engineers continued into 1964, with little success. In fact, 

the Rapport between the company, the engineers and APA 

became even more strained. The engineers accused American of 

refusing to follow through on its acceptance of the National 
Flagship lews, August 31, 1963, p. 2. 

^Aviation Week and Space Technology. LXXXX (September 16, 
1963). W * 

^The Flagship News. August 13, 1963, p. 4. 
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Mediation Board's proffer of arbitration. In a newsletter 

to the American engineers# FEIA statedi 

Because the Company has refused to consummate its 
acceptance of the Board's proffer of arbitration, the 
National Mediation Board has been attempting to work 
out a contract between the Flight Engineers and the 
Company, The Company tells the Board that It will give 
the Flight Engineers a "flight engineer*?1 agreement# but 
it Insists that Its version of a "flight engineers" 
agreement has no requirement for an Aircraft and Power-
plant Certificate as It has now (no "flight engineer" 
agreement was without It prior to the TWA "crew 
compliment" agreement)» that it will include neither a 
guarantee of priority to the third seat nor a Commercial 
and Instrument toting (both of which are in the "flight 
engineer" agreements of TWA and PAA), and that It will 
not have the same maximum hours and duty rigs as do the 
pilots {a characteristic of. every other "flight engineer" 
agreement in the industry) .*5 

The engineers stated that 

. . . they were willing to merge with the pilots only 
when in their judgment# or in the judgment of an 
impartial arbitrator# the terms and conditions of that 
merger are fair, reasonable and honorable, and not 
dictated by the unscrupulous pressures of a company, 
which, in disregard of its legal obligation, will not 
offer a fair and reasonable agreement in collective 
bargaining becaugte It wants one union in the cockpit, 
no matter what.^6 

In a letter to the membership, Nicholas J. O'Connell, 

Jr., President of APA, reaffirmed the willingness of APA to 

allow the engineers on American to Join the pilots' union.^ 

^5FEIA News I*etter-AAL Chapter, April 13# 1964, p. 4. 

4?t 

46Ibid., April 13, 1964, p. 4. 

Letter written by Nicholas J. O'Connell# Jr., President 
of APA, to the membership, Hay 7, 1964, p. 6. 
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In this same letter, the APA President sided with the 

company in the desire to have only one union in the cockpit. 

O'Connell wrote: 

With one union in the oookpit, the Company was willing 
to provide all American Airlines Plight crew members 
the same collective bargaining benefits with a wage 
structure for the Plight Engineers equal to the best 
in the industry at reduced hours. Both the Company 
and APA were willing to guarantee group and Individuals 
job security by both joint and individual agreements# 

To further aggravate the situation between the ©ompany 

and the flight engineers in mid-May, 196^, American petitioned 

the United States Supreme Court to review a decision by a 

Federal Court of Appeals in February, 1964» that had 

sustained an earlier opinion of a Federal District Court, 

denying the company th® right to canoel the dues check-off 
ko 

agreement with the flight engineers. 7 

On May 25, 1964, the company Invited th® three members 

of the National Mediation Board, Francis O'Neill, Howard 

Gamser, and l»©verett Edwards, the flight engineers' 

committee, and the pilots' committee to New Xork City. At 

separate meetings J. 0. Jarrard, Vice-President of Personnel 

for American, proposed a fourteen-point plan as a basis for 

settlement of the dispute with the engineers.-*® The four teen-

point plan contemplated two agreements1 a wording agreement 

**8Ibld., p. ?. 

^Jetllnes. No. 20, May 20, 1964, p. 2. 

5°2&£ Plaashlp fitXft* August 31, 1963. p. 2. 
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with the engineers recognising FEIA as the bargaining agent 

of all those currently on the flight engineers seniority 

list, and a tripartite agreement with the company, APA. and 

PSIA. Under the tripartite agreement all future hires as 

engineers would fee pilot qualified and represented by APA. 

Also# all parties would be committed to long range security 

and to top priority to the third seat job for the current 

engineers. The company would provide training that tt 

requires for the engineers at company expense and on company 

time, but would not provide pilot training for the engineers 

If at some future time government regulations required this 

training. This plan also provided th&t the engineers would 

automatloally receive all the benefits of pilot rules and 

working conditions* as negotiated between the company and 

the pilots' union, except that the maximum monthly flight 

time limitation for engineers would be reduoed from eighty-

five to eighty hours on all types of equipment. The engineers 

also had the right to bargain their own rate of pay, and if 

no agreement were reached on pay, arbitration would take 

place.-** 

Pete Fetree, flight engineer, and member of FEIA'a 

American Chapter's negotiation committee, stated that In 

theory the fourteen-polnt plan was fine, but that in practice 

-^Fourteen-point plan of Jerald 0. Jarrard, Vice-President, 
Personnel, American Airlines (Mew York, 1965)* 
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it would not be acceptable to the flight engineers. The 

engineers wanted 30b security plus reasonable rate® of pay 

and working conditions, but they wanted job security first, 

J&rrard's fourteen-point plan did not guarantee this job 

security. On Jus® 24, 1964, the company's Negotiating 

Committee seat a draft of a tripartite agreement td Howard 

Gamser, a member of the national Mediation Board. The 

important sections of this agreement included a provision 

that all cockpit orew members hired by the oompany after 

July 1, 196b, would have to meet the company1s requirements 

for pilots, and would be known as flight officers when 

serving at the third orew member in a flight engineer 

position} also a provision that each flight engineer and 

flight offioer would be qualified for the third crew position 

as long as he satisfied the minimum government requirements 

for that position. This would eliminate the possession of 

an aircraft and powerplant license (always a FEIA requirement, 

but never a Federal Government requirement) a® a requirement 

for working the flight engineer's position. Probably the 

most important profision of this proposed agreement was that 

if a change In government regulations required pilot training, 

the company would provide this training at company expense 

and on oompany tlme.*^ 

-^Statement by Pete Petree* member of the Negotiating 
Committee of FEIA-MX Chapter, to the author (Irving, 1965) 

-^Proposed Tripartite Agreement offered by American 
Airlines to APA and PEIA-AAL Chapter (Hew Xork, 1964). 
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The engineers and the company resumed bargaining meetings 

In Washington, D. C.„with the discussions centered on the 

training section of the proposed agreement. The engineers1 

union still insisted on pilot training before they would 

agree to any contract, Th# company was against giving th# 

flight engineers any type of pilot training unless government 

regulations required it. Th® company stated its belief that 

pilot training for the engineers would Involve duties and 

position of another craft and class (i.£., the pilots). 

The company also felt that the incorporation of any form of 

pilot training into the engineer1s Job would sow the seeds 

of future conflict between the two unions unless a clear, 

satisfactory agreement was established by all th© parties 

concerned so that each would know what the permanent ground 

rules would be. 

Hlfsh negotiations recessed, the engineers began a 

concerted "sick leave" absentee program. The company was 

forced to cancel many of its flights because of the shortage 

of flight engineers. On July 15. 1964, Sylvester J. Byan, 

Judge of the United States District Court of Manhattan, 

granted the company a temporary restraining order enjoining 

the FEIA and the engineers from interfering with the orderly 

operation of the company's business, and, in particular, 

Me^s, August 31, 1964, p. 3. 
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enjoined them from engaging in "concerted activity taking the 

form of unnecessary absence for feigned sickness."55 

On July 23, 1964, Nicholas J, O'Connell, Jr., met with 

the company's negotiation committee, the engineers' committee 

and Howard Gamser of the National Mediation Board and 

offered a formal proposal to resolve the Impasse between th® 

company And th® engineers1 union. This APA proposal was in 

three parts! first, a proposed merger document between APA 

and FIXA} second, a tripartite document giving priority to 

all current engineers in th© third seat job, and seniority 

protection. It also obligated th® company to provide pilot 

training for the engineers if qualifications for the third 

crew member were to be clanged by any governmental agencyi 

third, a proposal to reopen th® pilots' agreement, extending 

it for a year and providing some pay increases for all 

pilot#.56 

After offering this new proposal, Nicholas J. O'Connell, 

Jr., made it clear to th® company and the FEXA that the 

concessions APA m a willing to make in terms of a merger 

agreement would not apply as far as APA was concerned in a 

tripartite agreement in which the two unions would continue 

to exist separately.5^ 

55Je times. No. 28, July 1, 1964, p. 4. 
5^APA1s Three-part Proposal to American Airlines and 

PEIA-AAL Chapter (New York, 1964). 

Hews, August 31, 1964, p., 3* 
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The principal objection of the engineers to both th@ 

company' s fourteen-point plan of May 25. 19^» and the 

three-part proposal of APA, of July 23, 196*f, was the absence 

of a requirement that the company would furnish whateTer 

qualifications may be required by a government agency for 

the flight engineer position. The company, after some 

discussion, modified its proposal to inolude pilot qualifica-

tion to the extent of a commercial and instrument rating, If 

required by the government. The pilots* proposal had limited 

the pilot training to the engineers to a commercial and 

instrument rating plus two hours at the flying controls of a 

jet aircraft for three take-offs and landings. 

The flight engineers1 union contended that no one could 

foretell the possibilities of a requireaent change in the 

qualifications for the third crew position that may exceed 

the possession of a commercial and instrument rating. The 

engineers felt that their Job security depended on their 

being able to acquire all the necessary qualifications 

required by a gOTeramental agency at any time in the future, 

on company time and at company expense.-*® 

On August 19, 1964-, the American Chapter of FEIA 

presented a two-part proposal of their own to the chairman 

of the National Mediation Board for discussion with American 

-*®Letter written by Joseph V. Manning, President of 
FEXA-AAL Chapter, to the membership, October 26, 196&, p. 2. 
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and the pilots* representatives. Part one of this proposal 

would provide the engineers with terms of employment equal 

to those of the pilots, including a reduction In hours, 

arbitration of wages, whatever training is required to meet 

government regulations at any time, and full security to the 

flight engineer's position without a surrender of representa-

tion rights. This proposal included a provision that the 

company would assign only flight engineers covered by the 

union* s basic agreement to the third cockpit position, to 

perform the function of a flight engineer on all aircraft 

operated by the company in which the flight crew exceed two 

In number. 

Part two of this proposal stated that upon acceptance of 

part one by the company the American Chapter of FEIA would 

undertake merger discussions with the pilots* union under 

the condition that these discussions would result In an 

agreement under which the flight engineers would be entitled 

to represent themselves in the event of a grievance or claim 

before an impartial tribunal. It also included a provision 

that the wage rates would be subject to arbitration if 

negotiations by the pilots' organization do not result In 
sJO 

satisfactory wage settlement for the flight engineers.*" 

This proposal by the flight engineers was Immediately rejected 
, (|1| .-v [irf :--.r tT1 .:T ir- r- • — L r: rj -nt •] rriiii-TH-ir- .Y.:i:rrni: rr.t— n--" 

^FEIA-AAL Chapter's Two-part Proposal to American 
Airlines and APA (New York, 196b). 
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by the company and the pilots1 union. It was contrary to 

many of the major points of any of the offer® proposed by 

either the company or APA. 

Bargaining continued between the engineers and the 

company, and on October 8, 1964, J. 0. Jarrard, Via®-President 

of Personnel for American, proposed an interim plan for the 

flight engineers. The purpose of this plan was to provide 

additional time in which the parties could work out the terms 

of a final settlement, with the assistance of the National 

Mediation Board, free from the stresses of a ©ontest of 

economic strength* 

The term® of the Interim Plan were .'as follows: 

1. FEIA would continue as the bargaining representative 

for the flight engineers. 

2. Flight engineer priority to the third seat and their 

seniority would continue as long as there is no work stoppage 

or concerted action. 

3. All new hire# for flight crews would be pilot 

qualified. 

k* The rates of pay for the flight engineers would be 

increased, effestive November 1, 1964. 

5. The flight engineers' pay increases would be 

retroactive. 

6* The engineers would receive all the improvement® 

in the pilots1 working conditions, exoept that the maximum 
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monthly flight time would remain, at ©ighty-five hours on 

all equipment. 

Uhe offer of this interim plan was to espire October 20. 

19^4, J®.0« Jarrard stated: 

Should th© Interim flan not be accepted, operational 
need will require an ending of th® status quo. American 
Airlines will formerly withdraw all outstanding 
proposals as of October 20, 1964, Including those 
Involving arbitration, If an^agreement has not been 
reached on the Interim Plan."* 

negotiations continued, and on October 19* 1964, American 

announced that the flight engineers had agreed in principal 

to the makeup of the ©oolcpit crews, the rates of pay and 

new working conditions. A guarantee of Job aeourity for 

the engineers overcame FEIA1s persistent demands for pilot 

training for its members, which the union felt was the only 

mean# of retaining their right to the third, seat in the 

©oe&plt. This agreement satisfied the engineers' demand® 

for pilot training if the government requirement for flight 

engineers were to be ©hanged. In a letter to the membership, 

Joseph V. Manning*, President of the American Chapter of FEIA, 

£Q 
American Airlines Interim Plan for th© Plight 

Engineers offered to FEIA-AAL Chapter and AFA (Mew Xork, 
19»4). p. 2. 

6 1 Ibid. 

^^The Wall Street Journal. October 20, 1964, p. 5. 

IssJs &£& §mm. uaxx (October 26, 
1964), W. 
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advised the engineers that any future training to meet new 

requirement® would be at Gompany expense and on company 

tiM.6" 

Just as the "erew -BrmiplLiemgBt?" problem on American 

appeared to be solved and an agreement reached between the 

company and Its flight engineers, the negotiations ran into 

a snag. In late October, the APA proposed that the company 

make certain improvements in their contract. These proposals 

by APA included a provision that the company pay full 

premiums! for hospitalization insurance, increase in vacation 

time, an increase in the pilots* retirement fund, and other 

improvements in working conditions. The pilots' union 

wanted these improvements before they would agree to the new 

flight engineers contract, a oondition that the company 

Insisted on if the agreement with the flight engineers was 

to be put In force. 

The engineers felt that the pilots were using the 

negotiations between the company and FEIA as a means of 

Improving their own wages and working conditions. In a 

letter to the membership of the AAL Chapter of PSIA Joseph V. 

Manning statedt 

Tb® flight engineers crew compliment "problem" 
ore®ted by ALPA, and continued by American Airline#' 
Insistence on pilot approval of everything done with 
and to the flight engineers, has been a bargaining 

Ah. 
Letter written by Joseph V. Manning, President of 

FEIA-AAL Chapter, to the membership, October 26, 19^. p. 2. 
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bonanza to the Pilot Negotiation Committee. They will 
not let go of it, no matter what. 

Slnoe the spring of 19^2, it has 'been the pilots' 
Insistence on flight engineer humiliation and the 
company's spineless submission to it that has frustrated 
the realization of our right to fair working ©onditlon® 
and wages. Every try at a remedy by the company and 
the flight engineers sinoe June 1962 has been 
frustrated by the pilots even though it did no harm to 
the pilota. On the other hand, the pilots have won 
more gains for themselves than they ever had reason to 
expect by exacting a prle§ at every step of the way to a 
crew compliment solution*°-5 

The pilots" union contended that the reason for their 

refusal to agree to the flight engineers oontraot with the 

company was two-fold. First, although the flight engineers 

were willing to accept the provisions of any negotiated 

agreement by the pilots they were unwilling to have 

grievances arising under the negotiated agreement determined 

by the Pilots System Board of Adjustment set up by 

negotiations to handle all grievances. They wanted a system 

board of their own that would have jurisdiction to interpret 

a pilot-negotiated contract. Secondly, although the engineers 

werst willing to aoeept all th© benefits, the wages, rules 

and working conditions that would b® negotiated by the pilots 

in the future, they were unwilling to recognize any obligation 

to pay their fair share of the cost of negotiating or 

administrating the agreement. 

^Ibid*. November 10, 19*&, pp. 2-3. 

66A?A News. I (November 11, 1964), 
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The company now felt that it was caught In the middle 

of a dispute between the two unions. Besides^ American, 

because of a shortage of flight engineers, was unable to 

expand Its operation, la a letter to all cockpit crew 

©©misers, the American Vice-President of Personnel, J* 0. Jarrard, 

statedi 

W© have repeatedly advised tooth Associations that 
American*s operational requirements and public service 
obligation® make mandatory the expansion of its flight 
crews. For this reason* we will need to introduce into 
service new third crew members as soon as possible. 
Such action, to repeat, will not jeopardise the Job 
security of any present flight engineer, nor affect his 
prior right over all new hires to third ©rew member 
position.6' 

American then served notice to the National Mediation 

Board that it was withdrawing Its conditional acceptance of 

the proffer of arbitration by the Board and requested the 

Board to withdraw from the flight engineers case, effective 

November 13, 196^. Thus began a thirty-day waiting period, 

at the conclusion of which the company would be permitted to 

make certain changes in the rate of pay, rule® and working 

conditions for the third crew members. Effective December 16, 

1964, American Airlines planned to begin using newly hired 

pilots in the flight engineer position on the company's air-

craft/8 

^Letter written by Jerald 0. Jarrard, Vice-President, 
Personnel, American Airlines, to all cockpit crew members, 
November 12, 1964. 

^Jetllnes. No. 46, November 18, 1964. 
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William A# Grill, President of PEIA* notified the 

company that If It mad® any changes In th© flight engineers 

Job, the union would strike. On November 19, 1964, the 

Master Executive Board of FEIA endorsed the declaration of 

the American flight engineers that, falling a settlement 

between the engineers and American, on fair and honorable 

terms, the flight engineers would strike against th© 

69 

company. 

Negotiations continued, and Howard Gamaer, member of 

the National Mediation Board, offered a two-part proposal 

to solve the two remaining obstacles to a successful 

negotiation of th# flight engineers* contract, Gamser 

proposed that two system boards be set up to handle grievances. 

The boards would render their iecislons on grievances and 

those decisions would be binding only on the parties directly 

involved, Th© second proposal was that at the end of 

negotiations the pilots would bill the flight engineers for 

a fair share of the negotiation's cost. If the engineer® 

and pilots could not agree on the cost, then the matter would 

go to arbitration.^0 The engineers accepted both proposals 

but the pilots rejected them, still believing that If they 

were negotiating the contract, then they should be the one to 

interpret It and administer It. 
^Letter written by W. A. Gill, Jr., President of FEIA, 

to American Airlines, November 20, 1964. 
^I^etter written by Joseph V. Manning, President, FEIA-

AAL Chapter, to the membership, December i, 1964. 
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On December 4, 1964, a letter was mailed to the 

engineers by Joseph V. Manning# Jr., designating plolcet 

Gap tains and preparing the FIIA membership to strife© against 

American, Earlier, on November 25» 1964, both unions had 

agreed to arbitrate the amount of expenses sharing for 

negotiation cost. However, the engineers agreed to tacpense 

sharing only If they were permitted to have an "observer" 

In all th® pilot-company negotiations. The pilots opposed 

this but agreed to keep th® fSXA and th® individual flight 

engineers fully informed as to the state of th® negotiation® 

Last-ditch efforts at negotiating a contract acceptable 

to all parties concerned began on December 8, 1964, and on 

December 11, 1964, full agreement was reaohed among the 

pilots' union, th® flight englneere, and the company. It was 

a precedent setting tripartite agreement.^2 J. 0. Jarrard,' 

American's Vice-President of Personnel, called th© agreement, 

"the most complete, permanent and peaceful settlement of the 

toughest labor problem in the history of the United States 

airlines."^ 

71Jetllne®. No* 49, December 9. 1964, p. 1. 

^%he Executive Board of APA ratified the Tripartite 
Agreement on December 17, 1964, and the flight engineer 
membership ratified It on Deoember 29, 1964. 

7 3 I m XffitiH. December 12, 1964, p. 62. 
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The Tripartite Agreement 

With the signing of the Tripartite Agreement, the 

company, the pilots, and the flight engineers obtained m&ny 

of the' isaj-or objeotlves thay had spent many years. negotiating 

for. While the ideal solution to the "crew compliment" 

problem, a merger of the two union* was not accomplished, 

the Agreement gave promise of assuring labor1 peao© in the 

eoottpltw of American's aircraft. The Tripartita Agreement 

was th® result of the willingness ©f all parties to make 

concessions and to sacrifice some of their own objeotlves 

to obtain th® desired harmony among th# groups involved# 

With this agreement, the oompany received, for the most 

part, pea©# in the cookplt. The engineers guaranteed not 

to strike, nor to hinder th© operation of the oompany in 
7 It 

any way.' Also the oompany now had to negotiate with only 

on© cookplt union, APA. The AAL Chapter of PEXA waived the 

right to bargain for the engineers in consideration of the 

benefit® granted the flight engineer© by the agreement. 

AFA was now the sol# bargaining unit for the pilots and the 

engineers on Aaerloan.^ 

As a result of the Tripartite Agreement, the pilots' 

union be©am© the exoluslv© bargaining agent for all the 

^The Tripartite Agreement among American Airlines, APA, 
and FEIA-A&L Chapter (New York, 19<&T. Seotlon 9* P* 7* 

^Ibld.. Seotlon 12o, pp. 10-12. 
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cockpit crew members on American. APA also gained the 

opportunity to enlarge its membership. Under the agreement, 

all newly hired crew members would hare to possess a pilot 

license and would have to join the pilots* union,7** 

The flight engineers gained the major objective of their 

many years of bargaining* job security* PS IA still 

represented the engineers on American, but it had little say 
mm 

In contract negotiations, ' The engineers were guaranteed 

priority to the third seat in the cockpit,7® plus the 

guarantee to all necessary training, even pilot training, 

if government regulations should be changed and impose 

additional requirements for the third craw members' position.7^ 

The rate of pay for the flight engineers was now based on 

90 per cent of co-pilots wages, with regard to seniority 
80 

and the type of equipment flown. 

To resolve any dispute, claim or grievance arising out 

of the interpretation or application of the Tripartite 

Agreement, a Tripartite Board was established, consisting 

of the President of APA, the President of the Asterlcan 

Chapter of FEIA, and the Vice-President of Flight for 

s@otlon 3. P. 12. 
77Ibid., Section 1, p. 1. 

7^Ibld.» Section 6, p. 3. 

79Ibid,, Section 5. pp. 2-3. 

80Ibid., Section 10, pp. 8-9 < 
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the company. A unanimous decision of the board would be 

final, but If no unanimous decision was reached, then the 

matter would b@ referred to a neutral referee and his 

decision would be final and binding on all p a r t i e s T h e 

engineers were of the opinion that if their rights were to 

be guaranteed, then they must hare a say In the resolving 

of all dispute® and grievances, especially when an engineer 

was involved. This provision of the agreement satisfied 

this objective of the flight engineers. 

Under the Tripartite Agreement, there are still two 

separate bargaining agreements with the company, one with 

FE1A and the other with APA. However, the FSIA agreement 

parallels that of the pilots on rules and working oondltions, 

and it le negotiated by the pilots* union. 

Attached to the Tripartite Agreement li a Memorandum of 

Agreement between the AAL Chapter of FfilA and APA with 

respect to payment for negotiations and administration costs. 

APA will bill FEIA for what the pilots' union oonslders a 

fair share of the negotiation expenses, and other costs. If 

the engineers' union believes this bill to be unfair, the 

matter would be decided by arbitration. Thus ended the long 

and stormy controversy on American Airlines* 

8lIbld *, Section 8, pp. 4-7. 



CHAFTEH IV 

SUMMAHI AND CONCLUSIONS 

While the "crew problem Is restricted, to 

the airline industry, It Is only a single phase of a great 

problem that confronts the entire Industrial structure in 

the United States, as well as all the more advanced nations 

of the world. This great problem Is that of technological 

displacement. 

In the airline Industry, the central point around which 

the "crew compldmeaat-* problem resolves is the flight 

engineer. In the ffild-1930's and early 19*M>»s the flight 

engineer became a member of the coo&plt crew as a result of 

the technological change® in commercial airplanes and the 

extension of the airline routes* to oversea© bases. The 

increased complexity of the larger and faster aircraft then 

being introduced, along with the need for personnel with 

mechanical skills to service the aircraft at the remote 

airfields on the overseas routes, necessitated the inclusion 

of the flight engineer in the cockpit. However, as the air-

line industry advanced technologically, th© need for a 

mechanically oriented crew member soon became obsolete. 

While the Jet aircraft now placed In service by the nation's 

airline® are larger and faster than the piston-type plane® 

101 
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previously used, the engines and Yarious flight systems 

are less complicated# Also the once remote airfields 

serviced by many of the airlines are now busy airports, with 

adequate mechanical personnel to service the aircraft. The 

reasons for first Including the flight engineer In the cock-

pit are now invalid. The technological advancements that 

created the job of the flight engineer are now malting that 

position obsolete. 

The flight engineer first became a member of the cock-

pit in 1935» kut it «as not until 19^8 that government 

regulations were amended to require hie inclusion in the 

ooolipit. As a result of a series of commercial airline 

accidenta the federal government* through the Civil Aeronautics 

Board (CAB), determined that a crew member with a flight 

engineer certificate would be required on all aircraft with 

a take-off weight of over 80,000 pounds. The Civil Aeronautic® 

Board in this decision failed to specify the requirement® for 

a flight engineer, except that he pass a government 

examination. 

While this failure on the part of the Civil Aeronautics 

Board to be specific in the requirements for the flight 

engineer's position has led to aoae confusion in the airline 

industry, it is difficult to condemn the Board in the light 

of what has evolved in the industry since 19^8. Me can only 

speculate on what would have been the results if the Board 
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had decreed that the flight engineer should "to# pilot trained 

or that he should have a mechanical background. If the 

regulation had required a pilot-trained engineer, most 

likely the "crew ©dfipleifient-̂  problem as we know It today 

would never have developed. If the Civil Aeronautic® Board 

had deelded in favor of the meohanloally-oriented engineer, 

the problem of obsolescence would still haw been present 

with the introduction of the Jet aircraft* The fact that 

the problem would have been Industry-wide, rather than one 

faced by only a few airlines, mag?- have re milted In a quicker 

solution. As it was, the Board offered a solution which 

stay have appeared Justified at that time. 

The governments decision on the requirements of a 

flight engineer was not the first time the federal government 

has been involved in the functions of the airline Industry. 

Since 1928, with the passage of the Kelly Air Mali Act, the 

rol© of the federal government in the affair® of the natioxfe 

airlines has continually expanded. The government assisted 

the growth of the airline industry through subsidies, and, 

even today, continues to subsidise most of the local service 

airlines* It Is the Civil Aeronautics Board, and not the 

airline companies who determines not only the route structure 

of the various airlines, but also the rates that the companies 

can charge. Many of the airline employees, notably flight 

crew members and mechanics, must be licensed by the Federal 
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Aviation Administration (WAk)• Since 1936» wh@n tha Hall-

way Labor Act was amended to Include airline employees, the 

role of the federal government In the labor problems of the 

Industry has continuously Increased. Part of this thesis 

was devoted to several of th® many governmental emergency 

boards, and national Mediation Board hearings established to 

find a,solution to the Wcrew aom.BX©inen̂ r problem. The role 

of the government In the everyday operation of the airline 

Industry has expanded, as th® airlines continue to gain 

Importance in the lives of tha people ©f the nation. 

The basis of the "crew compliment;"' problem Is 

technological ©hang® and Job security. With the introduction 

of the Jet aircraft into service by the nation's airlines* 

the Job of the flight engineer became obsolete, and the fear 

of unemployment became a prime concern of the pilot group. 

Prior to the Introduction of the Jet, employment was 

expanding and the pilots and flight engineers worked together 

in harmony in th# cockpit of th« nation's airlines. With 

the Introduction of the new aircraft, this harmony no longer 

existed, the pilot® in an attempt to retain their Jobs 

argued that for the sake of safety the third ©ram member 

should be a pilot. The flight engineers also fighting for 

their Jobs, and also invoking safety as a basis of their 

reasoning, argued that a crew member with mechanical skills 

should occupy the third seat. The result was a power struggle 
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"between the pilots' union and that of the flight engineers. 

The pilots group was, by far, in the stronger position, not 

only "because of numerical superiority, but technology 

confirmed their argument. Most flight engineers realized 

the weakness of their position* but In an effort to protect 

their 3obs» they were willing to do battle with the pilots# 

the airline companies, and the federal government, 

The airline companies and the government were ©aught 

In the middle of the dispute between the two unions. While 

all parties may have realised that the skill of the flight 

engineer was now obsolete, a very human problem arose. When 

a mm learns a skill and then devotee many years of his life 

utilising this to the benefit of the company employing hia. 

is it fair to dismiss him preemptly because his skill 

suddenly haa become obsolete? The solution to the problem 

discussed in this paper cannot be found in a simple yes or 

no answer# There are too many human factors involved. In 

the airline industry, technology created the Job of the flight 

engineer and in less than thirty years it made It obsolete * 

In many other Industries the same problem prevails. 

In the airline Industry, the "crew problem 

was solved or eliminated by various means. On United Air 

I4ja@s» the pilots* union, through a National Mediation Board*s 

representation election, defeated FBIA* and gained the third 

crew jaefflber*® seat for the pilot membership. On Eastern, 
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the engineers' union attempted to gain permanent oontrol of 

th© third seat by means of a strike. This strategy failed 

and resulted in ALtA gaining the flight engineer's position 

for the pilots and all the flight engineers losing their 

jobs. American first attempted to reach a temporary solution 

to th© problem by creating the four-man crew. American's 

lead was soon followed by several other airlines, but this 

solution proved to b® too expensive and was soon abandoned. 

American later found the solution In the Tripartite Agreement, 

On Pan American and Trans World airlines* an agreement was 

reached with the use ©f the "Goldberg formula." 

In the "crew complement" problem, as in, most labor 

problem#, the only permanent solution was to be found in 

compromise. On Eastern Air Lines, the engineers' refusal 

to compromise with the company and the pilots, especially 

on the issue of the aircraft and powerplant license, 

resulted in the loss of jobs for over 600 engineers. Under 

the "Goldberg formula" the pilots on Pan American and Trans 

World agreed to allow the presently-employed flight engineers 

to retain their job in the cockpit, provided they acquire a 

pilot*® license. The engineers agreed to obtain the 

necessary licenses, and also to drop the acquisition of an 

aircraft and powerplant license as a requirement for 

occupying the flight engineer's position In the cockpit. 

The engineers also agreed to allow all future hired engineers 
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to be pilot trained and members of the pilots' union. Both 

companies agreed to the provisions of the "Goldberg formula" 

and also agreed to pay for the flight engineers* acquiring 

the necessary pilot's licenses, and to permit them to do so 

on company time. 

The breaking away of the American pilots from the 

national organization, ALPA, and forming their own union, 

AFA, was the result of both groups refusing to compromise 

on their differences, especially on the questions of a 

reduction in flight hours for the pilots, and the acquisition 

of pilot's licenses for the flight engineers* On the other 

hand, the solution of the "crew complement" problem on 

American, with the signing of the tripartite Agreement, could 

only have been achieved by the willingness on the part of all 

parties to sacrifice some of their own objectives for the 

benefit of all. The Tripartite Agreement was a result of the 

willingness of the company, the pilots and the flight 

engineers to compromise* 

The "Goldberg formula" and the Tripartite Agreement are 

tlmilar in many respects. However, there axe two major 

differences. First, the Tripartite Agreement does not require 

that the flight engineers acquire a pilot's license. Bather, 

It provide® that the engineers receive soaa training in 

navigational and radio procedures, and In Air Traffic Control 

routines. Secondly, in the American Agreement there is no 
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stipulation that the members of the pilot®'* and flight 

engineers* unions attempt a merger. 

Even In retrospect, it is difficult to offer a solution 

to the "crew cQmpIemeat11- problem other than that reached by 

the various airlines. A merger of the union® involved, in 

this conflict might have been a solution, but this would 

have given rise to other problems. Where should the flight 

engineers b@ placed on the pilot's seniority list? The 

engineers would have refused th® merger if they were placed 

on th* bottom of the list, while the junior pilots would 

have revolted if the engineers war© placed ahead of them. 

Job security was a major issue, and th© man on th® bottom 

of the seniority list were fearful of their jobs. Another 

solution may have been found in not only giving the 

engineers pilot training, but also allowing them the 

opportunity to progress from flight engineer to co-pilot to 

pilot. This solution, however, would only apply to a certain 

portion of the flight engineers. Many of the engineers 

have passed th® maximum age for becoming pilots, and others 

would be unable to pass the strlgent physical examination 

required for pilots, especially in the area of eyesight. 

The solution to this complex problem as found on 

American, Pan American* and Trans World airlines appears 

to be justified. On Pan American and Trans World, the 

possibilities of the pilots* union calling for a representation 
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©lection, as was done on United Air Lines, is still present, 

but very unlikely. Job security, at least for the present, 

is no longer a major concern for the flight crew members, 

The shortage of pilots assures the members of ALPA of their 

job®. Today, the nation's airlines no longer fear work 

stoppages as a result of the dispute between the two unions, 

and the traveling public need fear no major shutdown of air 

transportation, as happened in 1961, with'the nation-wide 

strike by FEIA. Above all, the flight engineers, who have 

devoted many years of their lives to air transportation, are 

still employed in spite of the fact that their once vital 

skills are no longer essential. 

While the "crew complement'" problem is of less concern 

today than it was several years ago, there is no certainty 

that it will not again become a major concern of the federal 

government, the airline companies and employees. At the 

present time, with the sub-sonic aircraft being flown by the 

ration's airlines, the pilot is the most important person in 

the cockpit. However, in the future, with the commercial air-

liners flying at twice the speed of sound, and with almost all 

of the flying operations being accomplished by computers and 

electronic devices, the question arises? "Who will be the 

most important man in the cockpit, the pilot or the engineer 

who must manipulate and, interpret the computers flying the 

aircraft?** Of course, these engineers will not be mechanically 
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oriented personnel, but rather highly trained specialist 

educated in the operation of electronic computers. In the 

1970's we may once again witness the "crew complement" 

problem becoming a major source of agitation for the nation's 

airlines. 
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